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THIS IS MY FAVORITE TIME OF YEAR. The weather’s great, the days

are long, and the vintage and antiques hunting grounds are ripe

for the picking. It’s Flea Market Season! All across the country

from The Rose Bowl in Pasadena, California, to Round Top, Texas,

to the mother of all flea gatherings, Brimfield, Massachusetts, flea

markets are all in full swing.

Most of last year I didn’t actually visit many markets. I’m prepar-

ing for a move; I’m becoming a home buyer again. And in the spirit

of paring down and reorganizing I had talked myself out of hitting

up some of my favorite haunts. But by the first of this year, it was

nagging at me. I felt a little hollow, a tad empty and a bit unin-

spired, and I realized that going to flea markets and rubbing

elbows with junk lovers, treasure hunters and rummagers is

something that my creative soul needs! So I started by the end of

January and have gone to at least one per month ever since. It

was just what the doctor ordered.

So this is my prescription for you: get out there and bargain

hunt among the tents and EZ Ups. Whether you go to score a big-

ticket item that’s been on your vintage wish list awhile, to spend a

lovely day out in the sun with some friends or to have good con-

versation over attic treasures and tag-sale stuff, you won’t regret

revisiting a bit of the past and inspiring a bit of your decorating

future. Happy hunting!
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MAKE IT A

Bohemian Bash
Turn everyday items into glamorous ingredients for a hippy chic summer soirée.

B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  B R E T  G U M  •  S T Y L I N G  B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S  A N D  S A R A H  J A N E  S T O N E

Recycling, upcycling and salvaging are all part of the true boho lifestyle, but the look

doesn’t have to feel secondhand. We put together this vibrant festive gathering using a few unexpected budget friendly

crafts. Here’s all you need to know to enjoy this rich and vibrant party setting.

PAINT YOUR WAY TO

PERFECTION

From the old food cans spray painted

gold and turned into vases, to old

kitchen chairs painted and sanded to

create a shabby yet chic vibe, paint is

the key to transforming the mundane

into something memorable. 

LAYER IT UP

We placed several rugs in com-

plementary patterns to set the

plush scene of our outdoor table.

Use this same technique with

your table linens and dinnerware

to create a lush, plush and well-

traveled ambiance.

COLOR

KALEIDOSCOPE

More is more in the Bohemian

approach to pattern, texture and

color. To pair them right, just make

sure the hues and tones are in the

same family and that you mix

small-scale patterns with larger

scale ones that complement them. 
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The watercolor

effect speak  to any

true artist�s eye.

Clemence bath con-

tainers, $14.95-$119.95.

Visit

anthropologie.com. 

Corner
POET’S



Subt y triba and fu of v brant

co or, this throw livens up a room.

Sundance tangerine throw pillow,

$25.20. Visit houzz.com.

Sunny and swe
this

rattan mirror combines

a tra
ditio

nal look with

DIY
fla

ir.
Sunrise

ratta
n

mirro
r in pink, $79. Visit

landofnod.com.

egant and graceful, these

accent bring the classic arts

home. Blue-and-white jar 

with bronze lid, $300. 

�866� 312-5610 or 

blisshomeanddesign.com. 

If you�re the type torework and revise yourdesigns, this peel andstick wallpaper mightjust be for you. Peonypeel-and-stick wallpaper,$40 per sheet. Visit simpleshapes.com. 

Use it a a pouf an

ottoman or a good old

beanbag. This fun accent

adds whimsy to a room.

Handmade quilted cotton

Bohemian pouf, $49.99.

Visit etsy.com/ruralcraft. 

it for a

Bohemian queen,

this regal chair is a

true statement

piece. Bamboo pea-

cock chair, $850.

Visit 1stdibs.com. 

Those w o apprec ate

ha d done work will like

this hand-blown glass look.

Possini Euro Sophie blue

fluted art glass table lamp,

$129.99. �800� 782-1967 or

lampsplus.com. 
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Miniature
Gardens

Succulents can survive in
cracks and crannies. Try

out one of these ultra
tiny containers to show

off your green thumb.

B Y  M E L I S S A  A N D E R S O N

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  T A W N I  D A I G L E

“Their stunning colors, geo-

metric shapes and resilience

make them appealing to

everyone, including those who

don’t consider themselves as

having a ‘green thumb,’” writes

Tawni Daigle in her new book,

DIY Succulents: From Placecards

to Wreaths, 35 Ideas for Creative

Succulent Projects. Not only do

they thrive in large planters

and gardens, but they’re per-

fect for tiny spaces where

other species would wither.

Here are a few of Tawni’s ideas

to try.

SUCCULENTS ARE
EVERYWHERE—FROM

RESTAURANT PLANTERS
TO STORE DISPLAYS

AND BRIDAL BOUQUETS. 



1

2

A LIVING

NECKLACE.

Perfect for the succulent

lover on the go, this DIY is

just what you need to carry

the fruits of your labor wher-

ever you go. To create this

tiny planter, invest in a deep

pendant bezel and some flo-

ral glue. Glue moss into the

bezel and the bottom leaves

of several baby succulents

into the moss. This live acces-

sory relies on misting to keep

it alive, and can last any-

where from a few weeks to a

few months. Love of nature is

always in style, and this liv-

ing necklace will show off

your green thumb.

A GOOD EGG.

How many eggshells do you

throw out on a regular basis?

With a little planning, they

can turn into a set of minia-

ture planters. Next time you

buy eggs, strategically crack

them ahead of time and save

the yolk and egg whites to

cook later. Once you have a

set of open-ended shells, rinse

them out and fill them with

dirt. Just be careful—these

planters are delicate. Plant

one large succulent or several

babies in each egg, and you’ll

have a perfect display or table

centerpiece. You can even

leave a few carton slots

empty for faux flowers or bits

of moss to give your arrange-

ment a little character. 

Vintage Inspired Farmhouse Décor

Marmalademercantile.com



The Succulent Doctor

Succulents may be easy to care for, but they aren’t

immune to disease and pests. Here are some common

problems and Tawni’s solutions.

• A PEST PROBLEM. Like any other type of plant, succulents are

susceptible to infestations and diseases. But with proper care, you

can cut this problem off at the roots. Make sure to remove dead-

ened leaves from your plants where pests can hide, and rinse your

plants with a steady stream of water if you notice insects moving in.

• A DELICATE BALANCE. Many people think succulents are invin-

cible, and in many ways they are incredibly resilient plants.

However, overwatering or leaving them out in direct sunlight are

two surefire ways to kill your succulents. If you notice your succu-

lents’ leaves swollen, tearing or rotting, stop watering until the plant

is dry. Water only when the soil is completely dry, and keep your

plants in indirect sunlight.
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DIY Succulents: From

Placecards to Wreaths, 35

Ideas for Creative Succulent

Projects by Tawni Daigle, 

published by Adams Media, 

© 2015; adamsmediastore.com. 

UT A CORK IN IT.

Many wine corks without a second

thought, yet each one has its own unique label and

makes for the perfect miniature planter. Simply save

your wine corks, and then drill a hole down the cen-

ter of each without breaking through to the other

side. Add soil, leaving room for the roots, and plant a

baby succulent in each cork. This miniature master-

piece is a simple and elegant way to add style to

every nook and cranny. Leave them standing alone,

bundle them together for a living centerpiece or add

magnets to bring a little class to your fridge. 

extra Pure & Simple





extra Artistry

LIVING

A brother and sister pair up to send succulent love by post.

B Y  V I C T O R I A  V A N  V L E A R  •  P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  E L L I O T T  D U N N

THE VERTICAL CIRCLE. A new

design for Dalla Vita, the vertical

circle is a ceramic planter that

can sit flat on a table or hang

from the wall. You can plant suc-

culents in it yourself, or Dalla

Vita can fill it for you.
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That’s what Cali Dunn and her brother Elliott did when

they discovered their love of succulents. “When our

Grandma passed away, the florist included some succu-

lents in the gravestone arrangement,” Cali says. “I saw

them and was instantly obsessed.” Cali converted her

brother to her new passion, and they started a succu-

lent arrangement business in Santa Barbara, California.

They named it Dalla Vita, which means “of life” in Italian.

“It seemed appropriate, since we were introduced to

succulents through our Grandma’s death,” Cali says.

When it comes to planting and arranging her succu-

lent designs, Cali creates a mix of repeating patterns

and contrasting variations. “I’ll repeat one plant or color,

but then contrast it with a different color or pattern,”

she says. “I also like to include an asymmetrical aspect

to an arrangement. I’ll have something repeat three

times, or five, or even just once.” She creates her

arrangements as art pieces with live materials. “I like the

hands-on aspect of my job,” she says. “I enjoy getting

my hands right in the dirt.”

As Cali and Elliott’s business has grown, their reach

has expanded as well. “In the past, we’ve mostly done

local deliveries for arrangements, but this year we’re

incorporating nationwide shipping,” Cali says. “We’re

also partnering with other companies to offer home

décor products with a succulent vibe.”

Get Water Wise

Cali’s advice for succulent growers is to give the plants the right amount of water. “People tend to

overwater and not let the soil dry out,” she says. “When you water, you want the soil to get moist, but

not soggy.” But don’t underwater the plants either. “It’s a common misconception that succulents

don’t need water at all,” she says. “Don’t let the soil get crunchy dry, or the roots will crack.”

When life gives you a passion,
turn it into a career. 

THE SQUARE. With this arrangement, the focus is
on height and variety. “I always want something of
medium height in an arrangement,” Cali says.
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extra DIY Essentials

Chalk 

How to revive an old dresser with paint. 

P R O J E C T  A N D  D I R E C T I O N S  B Y  K R I S T I N A  C H R I S T I A N S E N

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  H E N R Y  Z .  D E  K U Y P E R

Paint is the do-it-yourselfer’s magic weapon. Whether you

inherited a piece of furniture that isn’t quite your style, want to change up a

piece you’ve owned for a while or have simply scored a diamond in the rough

that you know has bigger potential, paint is budget friendly and can be easier

than you think. Here Kristina Christiansen, master makeover artist from King

Richard’s Antiques in Whittier, California, shares one of her tried and true meth-

ods using her favorite medium, Cece Caldwell paint.

p
It
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What You’ll Need:

•  Piece of furniture to paint

•  CeCe Caldwell's All Natural Chalk + Clay

Paint (we used Alaskan Tundra Green) 

•  Cece Caldwell Aging Cream

•  Cece Caldwell Clear Wax sealant

•  Large and small stippling brushes

•  Flat brush

•  Cheesecloth

•  Stir sticks

What You’ll Do:

1. Start by cleaning the piece with a good

degreaser to remove dust and oils that accumu-

late over time and can ruin the final finish. 

2. The clay paint may have separated in the can,

so give it a good stir. Add water if needed to get

a smooth, flowing consistency. 

3. Start with the first priming coat. Chalk + Clay

Paint is good at sticking to itself, so you don’t

need to use a special primer. The first coat can

be thick, but thinning the paint with water on

additional coats will result in a smooth final 

finish. Remember to keep your strokes going in

the same direction, again to minimize brush

texture and create a smoother finish. Pro tip:

Choose the direction of your stroke based on

the end result you are looking for. Here we fol-

lowed the grain of the wood for a longer, more

continuous stroke.

4. Let the paint dry completely between layers.

Then add the final coat.

5. Add a more vintage texture by removing the

paint from areas of common wear like edges,

ridges, corners and other raised areas. Distress

the knobs if you left those on. One unique

aspect of CeCe's paint is that, because there 

is no latex or acrylic included, distressing is 

as easy as wiping dry paint away with a 

damp cloth and a little pressure. No sandpaper

is necessary. 

6. Seal the piece using Clear Wax to protect the

paint from water, oils, and everyday wear and

tear. Clear Wax will add depth to the color of

your paint. Remember, a little wax goes a long

way, so spread it on very thin with the brush,

and wipe/buff away excess with your cheese-

cloth. Streaks that may appear during waxing

should dry to an even finish if the wax has

been properly and thinly applied.

7. Artificially age the piece using Aging Cream.

This product is a highly pigmented dark wax

that can be mixed with Clear Wax for a more

subtle depth covering the whole piece, and/or

used straight from the jar for more definition

where the patina of age would naturally develop

such as in decorative carving, around knobs and

along prominent edges.  

8. Wipe the cream on; then wipe off to remove

the excess. The longer you wait to remove the

excess, the darker the result. Repeat to build up

the patina if desired.

Before
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extra Cool & Collected

Tr er
Time

Vintage travel souvenirs can lead to a bright,
cheerful and completely unique collection. 

B Y  S A R A H  J A N E  S T O N E

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  H E N R Y  Z .  D E  K U Y P E R

For many, summertime is vacation time. 
Whether or not this season has you jet setting or road tripping, these travel-themed

collectibles will have you itching to pack up—for the flea market, that is.  

WHERE’D YOU GET THAT?

Commemorate a special spot with

an unusual souvenir—like a cigar

box stamped with an image of a

drive-through redwood or a coffee

mug that embraces the woody

nature of Yosemite National Park. 
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Up in Smoke
Ashtrays carry a uniquely nostalgic charm—especially

when stamped and printed with travel destinations.

Their bright colors, unique designs and variety of shapes

and sizes make them a collectible that can easily fit any

personality or interest. Theme your collection around

places you’ve been, try for all 50 states or opt for pieces

with gold foil, fun shapes or landscape scenes. 

COLLECTION TIPS: 

• Have a favorite vacation spot? Theme your collection

around one locale, such as Hawaii, for a personal twist. 

• As with vintage china, do not put ashtrays in the

dishwasher or submerge them in hot water. This

could damage the artwork or crackle the finish. 

• Don’t smoke? Don’t worry! Ashtrays are great conver-

sation starters to include on the coffee table but can

also act as a safe spot for jewelry on the nightstand or

add a little whimsy to a well-styled bookcase. 

State of the Plates
Much like ashtrays, state plates and trays have a one-

of-a-kind charm. Depending on the age and condition of

the plate, these collectibles have a slightly larger price

range—ranging from a few dollars up to $30. 

COLLECTION TIPS: 

• Add a little eclectic flair to a table setting by serving

with mismatched trays and plates from across the US–

just ensure that they are stamped as food safe. 

• Make an eye-catching display by hanging your 

collection of state plates. Use spring plate hangers

(available at craft stores) to create a colorful, unique-

to-you arrangement that can easily be added to as the

collection grows.  

• Just as with ashtrays, protect the image and finish of

your vintage state plates by skipping the dishwasher

and being sure not to submerge them in hot water. 

1

2

3 4

AN HEIRLOOM COLLECTION. These trays, passed down

through grandparents, were collected through the 1950s and

’60s and represent both stateside and international locations. 
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extra Cool & Collected

Brochures, Tickets and
Language Books 

Tickets to a show, a vacation planning

brochure and language phrase books are

fun, quirky and unexpected collectibles.

Pick an era, a destination or a language,

and have fun scouring flea-market bins

for your next treasure. 

COLLECTION TIPS: 

• Make a display! The Tijuana brochure,

“Spanish Made Easy” booklet and tickets

would make a colorful arrangement in a

floating frame. To include thicker items,

like the language books, simply opt for

a shadow box, and add it to a bookshelf

for a whimsical touch. 

• Save a few of your own brochures and

tickets to add to the collection. 

• Not quite sure what to do with your

pieces yet? In the meantime, keep them

dry and free of tears by stashing them

in a plastic shoebox or storage bag. 

All Packed Up
Vintage luggage has long had the eye

of collectors and retro lovers. Why? It

comes in bright colors, has iconic shapes

and often pretty fabric liners and, if

you’re lucky, it might come covered in

stickers from years of travel. Pick up a

train case or larger piece to make your

vintage travel collection complete. 

COLLECTION TIPS: 

• Create stylish storage by stashing out

of season sweaters and blankets in a

larger suitcase, and then slide it under

the bed. In need of smaller storage? 

A train case is ideal for storing larger

cameras and their accessories, as well 

as scarves, gloves, tank tops and bath-

room necessities. 

• Use them! If your suitcase is in 

good condition, pack it up for your 

next adventure. 

LADYLIKE CHARM. There’s something

undeniably classy about a vintage train

case. Rather than stuffing your bathroom

necessities into a zippered pouch, reach

for a train case. Not only will it add old-

movie charm to your travel itinerary, it will

make getting ready while you’re on the

road more enjoyable.  





ag.com

extra Color Palette

[1]

Rose
Quartz 
& Serenity

Bring Pantone’s colors of the year to
your kitchen for a refreshing update. 
B Y  S A R A H  J A N E  S T O N E  

[2]

[4]

[7]

[5]

[6]

[3]
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[8]

[9]

Black and wooden

accents keep the

palette from being

too feminine, while

introducing 

texture and 

flea market 

inspired style. 

Light Up
YOUR

Lifestyle
www.barnlightelectric.com    800.407.8784

love this light? 
s can here!

French Bleu Vintage
www.frenchbleuvintage.com

New Market Finds Added Daily

Vintage finery for your home and soul

1. Helio pendant in old bronze by
Waterworks, $1,700. 
(866) 842-6208 or ybath.com. 

2. Belay pink salad plate, $5.95.
(800) 606-6252 or cb2.com.

3. Clemmie rose red wallpaper,
$20 per 20" x 33' roll; (800) 554-
0887 or grahambrown.com. 

4. Wollaston adjustable height
swivel barstool by Alcott Hill,
$169.99. Visit wayfair.com. 

5. Shetland wool 4" hexagon tile,
$35 per square foot. (800) 773-
2226 or fireclaytile.com. 

6. Vernon handle collection in oil-
rubbed bronze: offset drawer
pull, $13; mushroom cabinet
knob, $9. Visit rejuvenation.com.

7. Mockelby oak dining table,
$699. Visit ikea.com/us.  

8. Marche baskets, $9.99 for small,
$19.99 for medium, $29.99 for
large. (800) 786-7315 or 
containerstore.com.

9. Massey period basics triple
hook, $39; bin pull, $11. Visit
rejuvenation.com. 



the goods

Americana

1. Polka dots are guaranteed to make

any setting more fun. These cheery red-

and-white mugs recall a classic

American summer. Speckle Red mugs in

a cake tin, $24.99. (877) 653-2529 or

fitzandfloyd.com.

2. Stoneware has the unbeatable ability

to add historic patina to any collection.

This handmade pitcher emblazoned

with a primitive-style bird gives an extra

dose of charm. Salt-glazed bird pitcher,

visit houseind.com.

3. Vibrant and retro in its appeal, this

baking staple adds period appeal to

your kitchen. Smeg stand mixer,

$459.95, visit smegusa.com. 

3

the Beautiful
From folksy finds to charming primitives, these accents and room

additions give your décor a homegrown flair. 
B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S

1 2



5

6

4. Nailhead trim and antique bronze

hardware combined with an eye catch-

ing agate-inspired pattern make this

cabinet a true stunner. Muse Tall uphol-

stered cabinet in Group One Fabrics; 

for pricing and dealers, visit 

hickorychair.com. 

5. Want a historic look? Why not add a

good old weathervane to your curb

appeal? Geese in Flight weathervane,

$1,039.99. Visit wayfair.com. 

6. As cute as a pack of speckled hens,

this dinnerware collection will put a

smile on your guests’ faces. Ancona 

5-piece pasta set. $29.99, visit

maxwellandwilliams.com.au.

7. Set on weathered and whitewashed

wood, these hammered bird silhouettes

add rustic folk-art appeal. Metal Flock

wall art, $99 for a set of 4. (888) 223-

2423 or birchlane.com. 

4

7



the goods

13

8. Bright, cheerful and bursting with 

patriotism, this fabric would sing as a curtain,

pillow or anything in between. American

Folkloric basic cotton ultra, $17.50 per yard.

(919) 886-7885 or spoonflower.com.

9. Diane Allison-Stroud creates these striking

game boards in the spirit of recapturing the

long lost American tradition of wood crafting

and painting. Visit dallison.squarespace.com.

10. Add period grace and elegance with 

classic craftsman’s style. This hand-forged fixture

is beautiful and timeless. Claremont chandelier,

$636. (800) 577-6679 or oldcalifornia.com.

11. Classically country, this Geranium motif is a

sunny addition to any room. Geranium hooked

wool pillow, $44.99. Visit wayfair.com.

12. Leslie McCabe’s art combines classic

Americana elements into one dynamic and

heartwarming style. “At the Beach” mixed media

shadowbox, $168. 

Visit earthangelsstudios.com.

13. The classic mason jar is the symbol of 

homespun charm. This stamp uses that

iconic image to declare projects and

gifts personally made

by you! Customizable

special recipe wooden

stamp, $45. Visit 

expressionery.com.  

12

9

11

10

8
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15

14

16

14 & 15. Vintage posters have an

inimitable way of adding nostalgic

warmth to your décor. These glass

trays made from images of vintage

post cards do the trick. Vintage

Boston blue postcard decoupage

glass tray, $54. Vintage flying flag

decoupage tray, $54. (888) 922-

7646 or bensgarden.com. 

16. Classic red, white and blue is

reimagined in this starry-eyed floor

covering. Kiley indoor/outdoor rug,

$33.18–$337.72. (888) 223-2423 or

birchlane.com. 

17. This serene folk scene of a small

town setting will bring peace and

joy to your décor. “Child’s Park” 

by Diana Card, $400. Visit 

earthangelsstudios.com.

18, 19 & 20. Rustic yet sophisticated,

this plaid pattern gives everyday

tableware a traditional feel. Bristol

Indigo tartan stoneware, $11.99–

$14.99 each. (877) 653-2529 or

fitzandfloyd.com. 

17

18

19

20
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cottage kitchens

With a new white palette and open arrangement, this once-
glum kitchen is now a cheerful place to work and play.

WHITE
OPEN SPACES

B Y  C A T H E R I N E  T I T U S  F E L I X

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  E V A N  W H I T E
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t was a high-end kitchen when it was built in the 1980s, replete

with Corian countertops and weighty oak cabinets. But by the time the current homeowner

bought this classic colonial in New Hampshire, the kitchen was showing its age. It felt gloomy,

confined, and with its poor layout, it wasn’t a place anyone wanted to spend much time. After

sifting through endless magazines and websites for inspiration, the homeowner sought out

award-winning kitchen designer Karen Swanson of New England Design Works.

“My client is an incredibly creative and talented home decorator,” Karen says. “She knew how

she wanted her kitchen to feel and work.” 

The client came to Karen with a list of ideas and desires. Initially she thought that the win-

dow, appliances and plumbing would all have to be moved to accomplish what she had in

mind.  “That would have added a lot of expense,” Karen says. “I knew we could meet the family’s

needs without radically reconfiguring the space. I drew up two sets of plans, and we ultimately

went with the less expensive approach.”

I

|OPPOSITE| The once cramped and gloomy 1980s kitchen

in this New Hampshire colonial is now open and bright.

Its island and hutch have a furniture-like look, thanks to

custom trim touches and pristine white finishes.

Black grout for the tile walls imparts a vintage look.

Deep drawers facing the stove easily accommodate the

homeowner’s pots and pans.

TO FURTHER CHASE THE GLOOM
FROM THE ROOM, THEY OPTED TO

PAVE THE BACKSPLASH WITH LIGHT-
REFLECTIVE WHITE SUBWAY TILES. 



cottage kitchens

Creating INNER SPACE
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WHITE FROM THE START

Karen and her client decided early in the project

to go with white-finished, custom cabinets. These

make the most of the existing space and add much-

desired brightness. 

To further chase the gloom from the room, they

opted to pave the backsplash with light-reflective

white subway tiles. 

Near the top of the homeowner’s list was the elimi-

nation of a peninsula that extended from the interior

wall. It cut the space into separate working and eat-

ing areas, and impeded traffic flow. To replace the

peninsula, Karen designed a spacious island and ran

it lengthwise, opening up the entire room.

By creatively using the available space, Karen Swanson designed a kitchen that met

her client’s needs, within the footprint of the existing kitchen, without rerouting the

plumbing, gas and electric. This saved her clients thousands of dollars. Custom cabi-

nets crafted by Pennville Custom Cabinetry were the single most important factor in

maximizing the space. “The best cabinets are not only hand-crafted from superior 

materials; they positively impact people’s lives in their kitchens,” says Mark Goldman,

third-generation owner and president of Pennville. Mark has lots of terrific ideas for

creating inner space with cabinets. Here are a few of his favorites.

CORNERS: Probably the worst kitchen space wasters are poorly handled corners.

Pennville has numerous solutions including angled interiors, lazy Susans, and swing-

out fittings. 

SOFFITS: Another major space-waster. Mark suggests installing short, glass-doored

cabinets with interior lights. These offer storage space for less frequently used items,

as well as providing soft light at night.

GAPS: Rather than leaving a 5- or 6-inch gap at the end of a wall cabinet or along-

side the fridge, consider installing cubbyholes for storing spices, wine, table linens or

other small items.

DRAWERS: “You lose space around every drawer,” Mark says. He recommends wide

drawers rather than narrow for maximum storage. 

COUNTERTOP CLUTTER: Prime space is lost in many kitchens through clutter.

Providing specialized storage for items like knives, cutting boards, microwaves and

mixers can save valuable counter space. 

|ABOVE LEFT| Large ample windows fill the room

with light, while light-reflective white subway tiles

give the room glimmer. 

|ABOVE RIGHT| Designed to display the homeown-

er’s collection of white tableware, this hutch evokes

an old apothecary shop with its sliding glass doors.





cottage kitchens
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FLOATING ISLAND

“We had the island built as one piece,

which gives it more of a furniture-like feel,”

Karen says. “We wanted the island to be

topped with butcher block near the stove

and Calacatta marble on the dining end.”

This adds dimension to the room and also

provides a super-practical work surface in

a tight work triangle with the stove and

refrigerator. “The base cabinets were

notched down to accommodate the

butcher block,” Karen says. 

There are two deep drawers below the

butcher block. These provide ample stove-

side storage for the homeowner’s pots and

pans.  “The cabinets are higher, with a

shallow drawer above two deep drawers

where the marble ties into the butcher

block,” Karen says. 

With the luxe marble countertop on the

island, Karen and her client opted for

Caesarstone polished quartz for the coun-

tertops along the perimeter of the room.

“The Frosty Carina surface we chose looks

a lot like marble,” Karen says, “but these

countertops are much more affordable.”

THE DAILY DISHES 

“The homeowner has a large collection

of pretty white dishes and platters,” Karen

says. “She wanted a display place for

them.” Karen’s solution was to design a

hutch-like cabinet with a unique feature.

“We gave the hutch sliding glass doors,

rather than hanging the doors on hinges.”

Karen says. This not only keeps the doors

from swinging out into the main work

zone, but it also lends a vintage apothe-

cary-shop feeling to the room.  

Attractively displaying tableware which 

is used every day in a white-on-white envi-

ronment is not easy,” Karen says. But Karen

and this homeowner pulled it off.

S E E  S O U R C E S ,  P A G E  1 4 4

|ABOVE| Calacatta marble on the dining end of the island

flows smoothly into a luxe butcher block. These surfaces

offer maximum functionality and style.

|BELOW| Natural wood flooring warms the room and keeps all the

white surfaces from feeling too sterile or austere. The workshop

benches also counterbalance the white with a retro-industrial vibe. 
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TYPE OF HOME: Classic Center
Hall Colonial, built in the 1980s. 

BACKGROUND: The kitchen 
was dreary and dated, bearing 
the scars of over 30 years of 
hard work. 

DESIGN ELEMENTS: Pristine
white cabinets, countertops and
subway tiles are kept from feeling
austere with furniture-quality 
details like the ogee feet at the
toe-gap, crown molding and
trimmed columns supporting the
center island. Natural wood floors
and decorative tableware further
warm the space.

DECORATING COLOR

SCHEME: Shades of white with
natural wood tones.

INNOVATIVE IDEA: The center
island is topped with 4-inch thick,
end-grain walnut butcher block
adjacent to the range, while Cala-
catta marble serves stylishly in the
dining area. The glass doors on the
hutch/cabinet slide on tracks
rather than swinging from
hinges—keeping them out of 
the work zone and providing a
vintage-apothecary shop feel.

STYLE 

FILE

|THIS PAGE| Black grout for the

tile walls imparts a vintage

look. Deep drawers facing the

stove easily accommodate the

homeowner’s pots and pans.

SAVED:

Working with a skilled, professional 

designer saved this homeowner tens of thou-

sands of dollars by not rearranging mechanicals

and replacing windows.

Caesarstone was used rather than marble for

countertops along the walls.

The subway tiles used on the backsplash

were very reasonable.

The light fixture over the sink was not costly.

The Jenn-Air appliances work and look

great but are less expensive than many high-

end appliances.

SPLURGE:

Calacatta marble and a thick walnut

butcher block on the island were on the 

pricy side but worth it for their durability and

great looks.

The hanging fixtures over the island,

though not inexpensive, bring a unique 

industrial look.

The custom cabinets are more expensive

than many, but they maximize space and pro-

vide the greatest return on investment.

SAVE HERE – SPLURGE THERE
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New England   

An old cottage gets restored to its
classic roots and becomes a home
full of personal treasures.

B Y  M A R I A N A  S C H R O E D E R / ©  L I V I N G 4 M E D I A

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  C E C I L I A  M Ö L L E R / ©  L I V I N G 4 M E D I A  

Native
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S
When Gabriela and Johan Eriksson drove to meet a realtor who would be showing them what they thought was

their dream home, they didn’t count on him being over an hour late. They also didn’t count on the fact that just a

bit up the road there was an open house. The couple decided to walk over to kill time. They took one look inside the

little cottage past a sidewalk of flowering cherry trees and, like the fairy-tale setting of the small home, it was love

at first sight. 

“It was a wonderful old garden, overgrown, large and lovely,” Gabriele says. “It took someone a lot of time and TLC

to create this perfect place. The cherry trees were in bloom, and I said right away, ‘This is where I want to live!’”

LOVING OLD BONES

The house was built in 1926 but had undergone comprehensive renovation in the 1980s. It had 600 square feet of

living space divided into five rooms and two bathrooms. The style of the interior was not at all what Gabriela and

her husband were looking for, and moreover it was too small. However, it was well built and had a good layout.

They decided then and there to take on a major renovation and expand so it could become a home for their family. 

ome houses are worth the wait. 
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UPCYCLED STYLE. A pair of old

crates stacked atop one another

makes for eye-catching storage in

the mudroom. 

|OPPOSITE| FARM APPEAL. The

Dutch colonial style cottage, built

in the 1920s, was love at first

sight for the couple. They refur-

bished the façade with new siding

but kept the original gambrel

roofline pristine. 

“We hired a local contractor

who carried out most of the

renovation, while we painted

walls and ceilings ourselves. 

My husband tackled other small

things to help with the budget—

building tables, fixing doors and

such, “ Gabriela says.

“There were some things we

had to deal with immediately.

The facade was in really bad

condition and needed to be

repainted, and the heating was

not optimal so we decided to

install geothermal heating, “

she says. That process includes

digging water pipes at least 20

to 30 feet underground to use

the heat-temperate earth below

the house to heat and cool the

water. After that it was time to

start with the fun part—the

renovation inside. 



“STICK TO YOUR

STYLE AND DON’T

WORRY ABOUT

TRENDS. DO IT FOR

YOUR SAKE, NOT

BECAUSE IT LOOKS NICE

FOR SOMEONE ELSE.

YOU’LL BE HAPPY MUCH

LONGER THAT WAY.”
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|CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT| CUTTING-EDGE DESK. An old kitchen butcherblock table makes a perfect desk with a new smooth
top. • INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH COFFEE TABLE. The couple added casters to a simple pallet table for an industrial-looking coffee
table. • WHITE SPACE. In this simple hallway, a white-on-white scheme highlights the architectural elements. • MIX IT UP. Gabriela
doesn’t like to buy things in sets. “Dare to mix different patterns and materials—dots with stripes, or denim and corduroy!”
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RUSTIC SIMPLICITY. The

den is a casual and carefree

zone, thanks to denim and

corduroy pillows and a

deep-slate sectional that is

sturdy enough to stand up to

the family’s wear and tear.

Gabriela lightened the mood

with fun polka-dot linens

and a few exotic accents

such as the punched-tin

pendant and the Indian

wood carving on the wall. 
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RIGHT THE OUTDATED WRONGS

“There was so much to do before we had the interior 

we wanted,” Gabriela says. “The look of the house was out-

dated with dark wallpaper and plastic mats. The floors

were slanted and warped, so we had to start by aligning

them downstairs. Then we tiled bathrooms and tore down

walls to get to the open-plan layout we wanted.”

The antique home had some familiar tricks up its sleeve

including nary a wall that was plumb or floor that was

flush. “The kitchen had to be replaced, and because this

house doesn’t have standard measures, we had to special

order everything and build it in ourselves, “ she says.

|ABOVE| STEP IT UP. Demi-lune felt pads add visual appeal
and soft comfort underfoot at the back stairwell. 

|RIGHT| TAKE A LOAD OFF. Gabriela and Johan chose to
make a utilitarian space more interesting using one simple
material: patterned tile. “This is basically the first room in
the house we see when we come home everyday. I thought
we might as well make it fun and cheerful,” she says. 
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SHE LOVED THE CHALLENGE OF BEING ABLE TO START FROM SCRATCH

AND USED IT TO TRY SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT. “I LOVE COLOR

BUT WAS ALWAYS ENVIOUS OF THE CALM ATMOSPHERE OF A HOUSE

DONE IN NEUTRAL SHADES, SO I USED NEW ENGLAND ITSELF

AS A MUSE AND OPTED FOR THE WHITE, GRAY, BEIGE

AND NEUTRAL COLORS OFTEN FOUND IN CLASSIC

NEW ENGLAND COTTAGES.”
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CONVERSATION ZONE. The open-floor-plan living area is her
favorite part of the house. “It’s great that we can talk to each
other even when I’m in the kitchen preparing meals and the
others are in the living room. It is also amazingly good to
always have the kids in sight,” says Gabriela. 
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|OPPOSITE| PERSONALITY TEST. A
surefire way to avoid a cookie-cutter
look? “Be sure to have some pieces
with history or a story to tell,”
Gabriela says. The dining room is full
of unique charm, thanks to an
antique French table with years and
years of paint layers and chairs in
two colors. The industrial pendant
takes on an elegant appeal thanks to
its statement-making size. 

NEWLY NEUTRAL

Gabriela’s interest in interior decorating was awakened by the move. She

loved the challenge of being able to start from scratch and used it to try

something a little different. “I love color but was always envious of the

calm atmosphere of a house done in neutral shades, so I used New

England itself as a muse and opted for the white, gray, beige and neutral

colors often found in classic New England cottages.”

The process taught her how important texture is when designing with

softer tones. “I have tried to work more with materials, texture and design.

I have a weak spot for industrial style and like to mix old and new furnish-

ings. Our furniture is a mix between old things we brought with us from

our previous home and things we bought for this house,” she says. “We

have also built some furniture and, of course, we hunted for vintage

design at flea markets and auctions.” 
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|OPPOSITE| TONE ON TONE. While
Gabriela is a fan of color, she went about
the process differently for this house. “I
used a neutral-colored base and added
color and detail for personality,” she says.
In this nook, a rattan recliner from Ikea is
paired with a pair of gold frames found at a
flea market and a touch of yellow perfect
for a sunny spot for reading. 

|LEFT| BLACK AND WHITE BEAUTY.

Bucking her usually colorful instincts,
Gabriela opted for a classically shabby
black-and-white palette for the room,
which she says is surprisingly soothing. 

|BELOW| INDOOR/OUTDOOR. Gabriela’s
source for seasonal updates is her own gar-
den. “Fresh flowers or something from
nature, such as dried flowers and branches,
is the best way to provide a cozy, homey
feeling,” she says. 
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SMALL SPACE SOLUTIONS

To avoid the clutter in the hall they installed a walk-in

closet. And because of her passion for things that have a

history, Gabriela forced herself to get creative with ensur-

ing that everything has a form but also a function. The old

unused cellar door was refinished as an eye-catcher lean-

ing against the wall in the living room. 

“Stick to your style and don’t worry about trends. Do it

for your sake, not because it looks nice for someone else.

You’ll be happy much longer that way,” she says. 



A contemporary farmhouse combines a plethora of natural textures, loads of
natural light and unique vintage finds for a global take on country living.

B Y  R O B Y N  A L E X A N D E R /  B U R E A U X

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  G R E G  C O X /  B U R E A U X

S T Y L I N G  B Y  S V E N  A L B E R D I N G /  B U R E A U X  

Treasure
Hunter



Rolling hills, vineyards

and traditional gables 

all set against the backdrop of a

beautiful, verdant valley make the

farmlands surrounding this Napa

Valley home a bewitchingly tranquil

landscape. Interior designer Sumari

Krige decorated this family home

with one key function in mind:  a

year-round, indoor-outdoor lifestyle.

|OPPOSITE| SPACE SHARING. A peek

down the living room into the kitchen

shows how the two spaces are united

by color. The modular couch is piled

with yellow cushions that help bring

the gold tones of the entryway and

kitchen into the space.

ELEGANT ARCHITECTURE. This vantage

point, looking down from the kitchen toward

the hall where the bedrooms are, highlights

the home’s striking symmetrical structure.

The series of arches draws the eye along

the east side of the house, while on the

right, flanking the fireplace, more arches

lead into a larger hall where the entry is. 

BY MIXING FINDS NOT ONLY
FROM DIFFERENT REGIONS
BUT ALSO FROM DIFFERENT
ERAS, SUMARI HAS CREATED AN

INTERIOR THAT IS AT ONCE 

INDUSTRIAL YET CHIC, EARTHY YET

SOPHISTICATED AND ALL STEEPED IN

INTERESTING STORIES. 
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LIVING OFF THE LAND

Not surprisingly, one of the areas of this home that most

appeals to its owners is the enormous terrace that runs the

length of the ground floor of the house. “It’s huge, about 30 feet

long,” says Sumari, explaining that as a result, they created two

separate lounging areas, plus an outdoor dining area, within the

space. The result is many people’s idea of a dream patio: a fabu-

lous place either to relax en famille and soak up the magnificent

views or to entertain in, whatever the mood calls for.

ECLECTIC VINTAGE

The interior of the house is likewise expansive, but Sumari’s

elegant yet relaxed approach to the décor and furnishings

means that it never feels overly grand or self-consciously stuffy.

“We all want homes, not showcases,” she says, and this house—

also home to two enormous Rottweilers who are treated as

members of the family—is an excellent example of her unique,

very contemporary style.

|ABOVE LEFT| EAST MEETS WEST. A rustic wooden trestle

table functions as a desk in the homeowner’s comfortable study.

The floor is covered by wall-to-wall natural jute layered with a

soft, washed kilim rug. The contemporary slipper chairs paired

with simple sleek storage bring in a modern element that keeps

the room from feeling too themed. 

|LEFT| GATHER ROUND. In the lounge, a pair of round nesting

tables and a barrel-style side table break up the linear shapes

of the room. 
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|OPPOSITE| WARM AND INVITING. A

classic wood-burning stove anchors the

lounge with a nod to the home’s farm-

house roots. The round rattan chair feels

more like a daybed, thanks to its deep,

wide seat. Made from Indonesian kubu,

it’s the room’s conversation piece. 

ECLECTIC LOOK. In the light-filled entrance hall,

two large mirrors are joined together above a

chunky antique sideboard turned entry table. Next

to the two hammered-metal lamps are art objects

created from old mounted engine-block molds that

Sumari found on one of her sourcing trips to India.

The neutral tones are offset by touches of bright

color: a yellow ochre and some deep red.





OPEN AIR. This open-plan kitchen,

dining and lounge area, around which

the rest of the house pivots, includes

a large prep island and a wooden

dining table with reproduction

Swedish Windsor-style chairs 



BREAK FOR BREAKFAST. The informal dining and lounging space that leads off

the open-plan kitchen is where the homeowners spend much of their time when

not entertaining guests. In classic Swedish fashion, a high-backed yet comfortable

couch flanks one side of the dining table. It faces the television on the opposite

wall and so is ideal for post-dinner lounging on a weeknight. The simple, rustic

wall shelving was custom made for the space to help draw the eye up. 
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Working within a backdrop provided by simple architectural finishes—

natural wood, tiled or jute-clad floors, white walls and arched windows

and doorways that allow plenty of light into the space—Sumari has

added a mix of bold industrial shapes and multiple textures, plus special

accent pieces (sourced during her regular travels abroad) that instantly

draw the eye and add individuality and interest.

In the entrance hall, for example, two huge mirrors amplify the light

that fills the space, and a graphic black-and-white African rug (with just

a touch of bright red) anchors the room. A delicate French-style crystal

chandelier contrasts with the strong shapes of the wooden hallway table

and hammered-metal lamps placed on it, while a grouping of vintage

engine-block molds, discovered by Sumari on one of her many sourcing

trips to India, functions as a boldly sculptural element. By mixing finds

not only from different regions but also from different eras, Sumari has

created an interior that is at once industrial yet chic, earthy yet sophisti-

cated and all steeped in interesting stories. 

DESIGN DETAILS: TOUCH AND FEEL

The beauty in decorating with old finds from all over the world is the

inimitable patina and finish that imbues any room with worldly élan.

This texture is key for Sumari: in many of the rooms, the pre-existing

natural floors are covered in layers of rugs including washed kilims—

used to lovely effect in the kitchen-dining area and in the owner’s study,

for example—and Afghan kilims. Chic black-and-white striped rugs have

|LEFT| A STUDY IN STYLE. A vintage drafting

cabinet is perfectly at home in the study. The

metal and wood Velma shelves on either side

are not built in or fixed, so they can be easily

moved or repurposed in any room. 

|BELOW| BE OUR GUEST. The small but per-

fectly formed dining area in one of the guest

cottages is furnished with a dining table sim-

ilar to the one in the main house. But its

wooden top is clad in metal for a fun touch.
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|OPPOSITE| FARMHOUSE FABULOUS. Textures combine to
gorgeous effect in the main bedroom: a luxurious green vel-
vet deep-buttoned chair immediately catches the eye, and
then the rest of the room unfolds in a complex mix of subtle
colors and tactile layers. The jute flooring is livened up with
a black-and-white striped rug, and the ochre dip-dyed cush-
ion and exquisite bottlebrush throw on the bed add luxury.
The wooden trophy heads were sourced from a local artist
and are a fun nod to the farmland landscape. 

|ABOVE LEFT| INDIGO DREAMS. In this guest bedroom, a
stepped elm-wood bedside table supports a unique set of
ceramic vases, all of which are fastened to the tray on which
they stand. Multiple shades of tranquil blue are featured in
the throws and scatter cushions on the bed; the ombré
effect makes for a calm atmosphere. 

|ABOVE RIGHT| SPA SERENITY. In the main bedroom’s en
suite bathroom, classic plumbing fixtures and fittings con-
trast with a natural wooden side table

|LEFT| MODERN RETRO. A view from the guest-cottage liv-
ing area to the bedroom. An elegant vintage wooden chair
serves as a bedside pedestal, and the bold burnt-orange of
the scatter cushion on the bed is picked up in the graphic
bedroom rug.

.
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SUMARI HAS ADDED A MIX OF BOLD

INDUSTRIAL SHAPES AND MULTIPLE 

TEXTURES, PLUS SPECIAL ACCENT

PIECES (SOURCED DURING HER REGULAR

TRAVELS ABROAD) THAT INSTANTLY DRAW THE
EYE AND ADD INDIVIDUALITY AND INTEREST.
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PATIO LIFE. Here, Sumari’s love of

layering and texture is given free rein:

a natural rattan couch, rustic wood

and metal coffee tables and side

tables, and pit-fired, classically

shaped Chinese ceramic pots on rus-

tic plinths are beautifully set off by

bright yellow cushions. A round woven

rug from Swaziland is layered with an

Nguni cowhide, and the retro-style

black-and-white upholstery fabric on

the wood-framed lounge chair adds

modern cheer. 
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also been used in several rooms, adding a

cool, contemporary feel to the family’s

informal dining area, the outdoor dining

space and the master bedroom.

The informal dining-and-living room,

which leads off the open-plan kitchen, din-

ing and more formal lounge space, Sumari

says very much reflects Swedish traditions.

Acknowledging their heritage this way is

important to the homeowners, one of

whom is from Sweden. The large dining

table is flanked by chairs on one side and a

fully upholstered bench-cum-sofa on the

other. There’s also a television on the wall

opposite the couch seating, which means

that an evening meal can lengthen into a

DVD-watching-with-dessert session, or that

breakfast can be eaten to the accompani-

ment of the latest news.

In the bedrooms, Sumari has taken her

talent for layering different textures and

subtle, complementary colors to new

heights. A black-and-white striped rug sets

off the rough natural jute flooring in the

main bedroom, while a wooden side table

and leather-covered bench at the foot of

the bed add more natural textures. An

inviting lounge chair luxuriously uphol-

stered in deep-buttoned, forest-green vel-

vet and exquisite, naturally dyed textiles

including a throw and dip-dyed cushion

covers adds yet more layers of texture. 

And the sculptural wooden side table and

simple wooden trophy heads complete 

the picture.

“I love layering textures,” says Sumari,

and she has provided a beautiful object

lesson in how to do so on the bed in one 

of the three guest bedrooms. She uses tac-

tile cushion covers and multiple linen

throws in varying shades of blue—“simple

layers of pure linen” says Sumari—and the

resulting overall effect it creates is

absolutely gorgeous.

THE BEAUTY IN 

DECORATING WITH

OLD FINDS FROM ALL

OVER THE WORLD IS

THE INIMITABLE PATINA
AND FINISH THAT
IMBUES ANY ROOM
WITH WORLDLY ÉLAN.



Besides the main house and a building recently con-

verted from a stable for horses into a small winery, there

are also two guest cottages on the property, where the

owners regularly entertain visiting groups of friends.

Decorated very much along the same lines as the house,

the cottages feature bolder accent colors, including a

striking shade of burnt orange and pops of turquoise

blue. Add panoramic views of the verdant surrounding

countryside, an ultra-peaceful atmosphere and an utterly

enviable swimming pool, and you have all the ingredi-

ents needed for the perfect country abode.  

GRAND ENTRANCE. The entrance to the

house features a classic Cape Dutch-style

gable. The brick-paved courtyard lends an

earthy yet stately appeal. 
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|TOP| SETTING THE SCENE. The surround-

ing area offers beautiful views of rolling

hills and verdant vineyards.

|ABOVE LEFT| TAKE A DIP. The pool area

sports gorgeous views of the surrounding

vineyards, as well as natural wooden 

sun loungers and an outdoor dining table 

and chairs.

|ABOVE RIGHT| HERBAL LIFE. The kitchen

garden features a classic, rose-festooned

archway and clipped lavender hedge, as

well as lots of homegrown produce for the

family to enjoy.



Capital  
Redo

A historic DC rowhouse gets new life
without losing its old charm.
W R I T T E N  A N D  S T Y L E D  B Y  C H A R L O T T E  S A F A V I

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  R O B E R T  R A D I F E R A
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MATERIAL WORLD. The jute
rug and log coffee tables add a
rustic vibe to the great room,
which marries old (wood buffet
with vintage knobs) and new
(teal sofa with midcentury
lines) elements seamlessly. 

When Washington DC-based interior

decorator Kerra Michele Huerta

became involved in a rowhouse

renovation, the architectural

process was already underway,

with plans to add 600 square feet

onto the back of the 1910 home.

Kerra rolled up her sleeves and got

straight to work with the husband-

and-wife design-build team of Blue

Star (Eric and Christal Goetz) to help

realize the homeowner’s wishes: to

update the old home but still retain

its historic appeal.

A remodel 
can be like a delicate

dance, especially if the

end goals seem to be 

in contradiction. 



ONCE-PLASTERED BRICK EXPOSED DURING THE

RECONSTRUCTION WAS MADE INTO RUSTIC

FEATURE WALLS, RATHER THAN BE DRYWALLED.

SALVAGED DOORS BECAME BARN DOORS TO THE FRONT

PARLOR RUNNING ON CUSTOM IRON TRACKS.
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|TOP| SALVAGE IT YOURSELF. Other remnants from the ‘live-edge’ dining
table were repurposed as a foyer bench and shelf. The coat rack is made
of old pipes by a local artisan.

|TOP RIGHT| RETRO ROW HOUSE. The front of the house, once mud-red
brick with a chain link fence, is painted light gray with a zesty orange door.

WHEN TEAMWORK MATTERS

“It was a true collaboration between me, Blue Star and the homeowner,”

says Kerra. “For example, in the newly expanded kitchen, Blue Star had cho-

sen the type of cabinets, but I selected the colors, hardware and light fix-

tures. We all designed the island.”

The island top was formerly a ‘live-edge’ dining table in the homeowner’s

prior residence. This house didn’t have a large dining room, so the table

became obsolete. In the spirit of marrying old-and-new, a prevalent design

theme in the home, the tabletop was cut into a 4-by-7-foot slab and used

in place of a conventional counter on the island. 

CREATIVE RISKS THAT PAY OFF

One of the more whimsical adventures in repurposing became outfitting

a 1947 roaster oven as a powder-room vanity. The homeowner had bought

the vintage item at an architectural salvage yard; it was lacquered red at a



PARLOR TRICKS. The

creative team wanted the

front parlor to have an old

study or clubhouse vibe.

So they used the vintage

radio to anchor the space.

Paired with vibrant

orange velvet swivel club

chairs, the small room

feels cozy yet livable.

Newly exposed 100-year-

old rafters and a 1920s

chandelier found else-

where in the home define

the parlor’s ceiling.
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car dealership and outfitted with plumb-

ing to work in its latest incarnation.

“The homeowner had a great collection

of industrial antiques,” says Kerra, adding,

“Since the house is historical, I wanted its

design to embrace existing industrial ele-

ments—whether architectural features or

home furnishings—but to infuse them

with more modern pieces to bring the look

into the 21st century.”

Once-plastered-over brick exposed dur-

ing the reconstruction was made into rus-

tic feature walls, rather than drywalled.

Salvaged doors became barn doors to the

front parlor, running on custom iron tracks.

And though the original wood floors were

too rotten to save, Kerra designed a 2.5-

by-4-foot “welcome mat” with inlays from

the rescued remnants of the old yellow

pine boards.

“I actually prefer the contemporary

espresso finish against the texture of the

historic brick walls,” adds Kerra of the

home’s new flooring.

MIDCENTURY MARVEL. The Eames

reproduction chair in white leather is

timeless design. Pops of orange, one of

the homeowner’s favorite colors, and

teal-blue bring dashes of color to the

largely neutral room.
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SMART DESIGN. The glass-and-

chrome dining table has leaves for

expanding for holidays and parties,

while maintaining a narrow pass-

through to the great room beyond.

|OPPOSITE| FINDERS KEEPERS.

These black-and-white pictures

were discovered in the drywall

during demolition and are used to

add interest to the butler’s pantry.
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BAR FRIEND.

In the butler’s
pantry, which
doubles as a
bar, the home-
owner’s vin-
tage mailbox
is repurposed
as a hanging
wine rack. 

SLEEK AND CHIC. The kitchen blends industrial elements, like the stainless
steel and clean-lined cabinets, with a rustic vintage vibe by way of items
like the farmhouse chrome apron sink and the ‘live-edge’ island top.



INDUSTRIAL CHARM. Bedside tables in the master

bedroom are repurposed industrial carts, as is the

bed end table, holding a playful collection of vintage

year books and an old typewriter.

“MIDCENTURY FURNISHINGS

HAVE CLEAN LINES AND

WARM FINISHES, WHICH

WORK VERY WELL WITH BOTH THE

INDUSTRIAL AND ANTIQUE FEATURES

OF THE HOME.”
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|ABOVE| A GLAM TOUCH. A pair of vintage chairs gets brought
up to date in the master bedroom with fresh striped uphol-

stery. The yellow-lacquered ladder is an antique. 

|RIGHT| HOT IDEA. The guest bathroom brings together every-
one’s creativity in great fun form: The sink is an old roaster
oven that has been painted a fire red (at an auto body shop)

and fitted with a basin and faucet. To use the sink on the 
vanity, guests pop up the chrome roaster oven top. 

A RETRO PALETTE

For wall paint, a warm, stable gray provides a modern, neutral backdrop for

the homeowner’s extensive art collection. Light fixtures throughout are fresh

interpretations of historic forms, with polished chrome and thin glass details.

“Furniture choices danced between the vintage pieces the homeowner

already had and the contemporary and midcentury pieces I sourced for her,”

says Kerra. “Midcentury furnishings have clean lines and warm finishes, which

work very well with both the industrial and antique features of the home.”

For example, in the dining area, Danish Modern wood chairs and a period

leather-upholstered bench pair perfectly with a contemporary glass-and-

chrome dining table. Or in the parlor, a quartet of new swivel chairs is gathered

about a vintage floor radio, creating a cozy, clubhouse feel for entertaining.

“My design goal was to pull together all the modern and vintage aspects in

the historic home, while reflecting the homeowner’s vibrant personality,” 

adds Kerra. 

S E E  S O U R C E S ,  P A G E  1 4 4 .



SPECIAL FINISHING TOUCHES. The arched windows do a great job of turning
the landscape into a key decorative feature in the mostly white room. The 
colorful pillows are from Ralph Lauren, and the coffee table was found at
Ruby Beets, a shop with locations in Sag Harbor and Brooklyn that Betsy

considers one of her “favorite shops in the world.”
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Collecting

This eclectic Shelter Island cottage blends classic coastal
romance with one-of-a-kind artistic flair. 

W R I T T E N  A N D

P H O T O G R A P H E D

B Y  D L U X  I M A G E S

Shoreon the
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LALA LAND. In order to maxi-

mize the green of the yard,

Betsy removed all of the tile

around the pool and replaced it

with white coping.
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Built in the 1800s, this Victorian cottage fits

right in with the traditional homes found

on Shelter Island on the eastern end of

Long Island in New York state. The home is

set on a street rich in colonial history dat-

ing back to the 1600s in Dering Harbor, a

small picturesque village on the island. But

when interior designer Betsy Morgan

found it, its past was dragging the home

down. It had old carpet and excessive 

layers of outdated wallpaper. 

“My goal was to create something with a

more timeless or modern look that would

be a really great contrast to the Victorian

architecture,” Betsy says. Her first step?

White paint.

RESTORE AND REVISE

“The main thing we did was really just

clean out all the old wallpaper. We restored

some of the moldings, added some ceiling

medallions and got rid of all the floor base-

board heating. We tore all of that out and

put in HVAC,” she says. 

|ABOVE RIGHT | PRIMO SEATS. The

leather sling chairs from Design Within

Reach are Paulistano armchairs by

Brazilian designer Paulo Mendes da

Rocha. The vintage table is from Beall and

Bell, a vintage furniture store in the

Greenport part of Long Island.

|RIGHT| SAIL AWAY. The vintage wooden

Saarinen table with the model sailboat on

top has been repurposed as a library table,

thanks to the stack of books and maga-

zines that call it home.  A Picasso litho-

graph hangs on the wall behind the table.  

WHO SAYS
OLD HOMES HAVE

TO BE CHAINED

TO THE PAST? 



“I TRIED TO GET ART THAT WAS MORE

MONOCHROMATIC OR PALE BLUE, 

JUST BECAUSE I’M TRYING TO KEEP

A VERY CALM PALETTE IN THE

HOUSE. WHITES AND GRAYS AND

THE BLUES FROM THE OCEAN.”

HI-LOW STYLE. Custom brass hardware and

rich wood butcher-block countertops make the

simple Ikea cabinets look classically elegant. 
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She also added new windows, including a large arched window in the

living room that replaced a door that wasn’t really usable. The white

walls are complemented with floorboards that have been painted gray.

“It just brings a really lighthearted, kind of youthful feel to a Victorian

space, and that was our goal,” Betsy says of the design choice.

Betsy put her eye for detail to work by making the home as historical-

ly accurate as possible, while adding some modern touches through her

choice of accessories and furnishings. “We furnished the house with a

lot of vintage furniture as well as some newer, more modern furniture,”

Betsy notes.

STATEMENT DECORATING

Building her forever home also meant she wanted to anchor the

rooms with key pieces that would become future heirlooms. Some care-

fully placed throw rugs, a cowhide rug and a pair of white Italian sofas

decorated with Ralph Lauren cushions add character to the contempo-

rary living room.  Two leather Paulistano armchairs by Paulo Mendes da

Rocha provide extra seating in the large airy space.

FUN FLOURISHES. A
mirrored “LOVE” sign and
gold sink hardware add a
few pops of glam style. 

VINTAGE COLOR. The built-in shelf was
restored to its original splendor, and it
now houses Betsy’s colorful dishes and
barware—an easy way to add glimmer
and glam to an all-white dining room. 



BETSY PUT HER EYE

FOR DETAIL TO

WORK BY MAKING

THE HOME AS 

HISTORICALLY

ACCURATE AS 

POSSIBLE, WHILE

ADDING SOME 

MODERN TOUCHES

THROUGH HER CHOICE

OF ACCESSORIES AND

FURNISHINGS.

PIT STOP. At the top of the stairs, a wicker settee is

placed along a wall decorated with whimsical arty animal

heads from John Derian in New York. The shiplap walls

and ceilings impart that inimitable coastal vibe and high-

light the unique architecture of the third floor.
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PRETTY & PATRIOTIC. This bedroom was designed for young guests, and Betsy added her vintage-modern twist
by combining old and new accents. The bunk bed is from Ikea and was painted white to match the dominant
color in the home. Ralph Lauren striped bedding and Union Jack pillows (one from Jonathan Adler) add a splash
of color to the room. Betsy paired a vintage chair with the white West Elm parson’s desk. 

|ABOVE RIGHT| MEANINGFUL ADDITIONS. The “really cool wooden cabinet” was originally from a department
store in Boston. As a nod to her hometown of Galena, Maryland, Betsy added a wooden antique desk with a
swallowtail flag to the room. The vintage brass chair from Calypso was covered in fake zebra hide.
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“I used to work at Condé Nast, so I love … magazines,” Betsy

says in reference to the coffee table books and magazines

stacked around a model sailboat atop a large round vintage

table. “There’s a great vintage store on the island, and I’ve got a

collection of decorating and fashion books from them,” she adds.

A FLEXIBLE CANVAS

The dining room, accessed from the living room through a

large archway, continues with the primarily bright white theme

of the home, with a splash of color provided by a large fern in

the corner and some flowers from Betsy’s garden on top of the

white table. Photos of the beach in Bondi, a nod to her hus-

band’s Australian heritage, complete the space.

Describing the kitchen, Betsy says, “I just went with Ikea, but

we did custom brass handles and butcher block, and I’m really,

really happy with it; I think it looks great.” 

In addition to three guest bedrooms, the master bedroom is

also located on the second floor. The same design concept—lots

of open space, plenty of natural light from an assortment of win-

dows, and white walls and floors—continues from the first floor.

The kids’ rooms, decorated with more vintage furniture, are

snugly tucked away on the third floor.
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THE WHITE WALLS ARE 

COMPLEMENTED WITH 

FLOORBOARDS THAT 

HAVE BEEN PAINTED GRAY. 

“IT JUST BRINGS A REALLY

LIGHTHEARTED, KIND OF

YOUTHFUL FEEL TO A

VICTORIAN SPACE, AND

THAT WAS OUR GOAL.”
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|ABOVE LEFT| FEMININE AND FUN. The decidedly

more feminine guest room is a place for Betsy to

have fun with mixing eras. She blended the glam-

orous French motifs with romantic country classics. 

|ABOVE RIGHT| GILT PLEASURES. The gold gilt chair

is a bold, glamorous touch for the room. Paired with

the Persian rug, the room feels fit for a princess. 



NAUTICAL NOTES. Betsy packed a lot of style

punch into this small space thanks to the mix of

patterned flooring and the large-scale elements

that add drama. Various shades of blue and the

star and ship motifs add a seaside style. 
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BREAK YOUR OWN RULES

The powder room, the only room not painted white (or similar pale colors), is 

a deep Farrow & Ball color. In addition to Moroccan tiles and an Italian gilded ceil-

ing medallion purchased online from One Kings Lane, this room also includes one

of the original sinks from the house, complemented with antiqued brass hard-

ware purchased at an antiques market.

As for the artwork in the house, Betsy says, “I tried to get art that was more

monochromatic or pale blue, just because I’m trying to keep a very calm palette

in the house. Whites and grays and the blues from the ocean.” Of the LOVE sign in

the kitchen that she picked up in the Hamptons, she says, “I’m kind of a gushy

sentimentalist, so I love anything that has ‘LOVE’ on it.”   

VINTAGE ESCAPE. Although the home is

contemporary in design, all of the original

bathtubs and sinks were kept for their 

vintage style. The patterned Moroccan tile

adds Betsy’s signature twist to tradition. 
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|ABOVE RIGHT| MODERN LUXURY. The

four-poster, clean-lined canopy bed in the

master bedroom adds sleek style, while

the thick-pile rug adds a spa-like

ambiance to the simple room. For night-

stands, Betsy painted two vintage cabinets

from T.H. Robsjohn Gibbings in glossy

white lacquer. 

|ABOVE| TREASURES IN USE. The antique

dresser is a nod to the home’s turn-of-the-

century roots. With its modern art pieces,

this nook is a great reflection of Betsy’s

personal style. 

|RIGHT| OLD WORLD CHARM. This guest

room, the Oriental rug and rich warm-

colored antiques add historical charm. 



Reuse 

By Design
Combining eclectic style, know-how and love for living things, 

this couple upcycles their vintage finds for very comfortable and fashionable results.
B Y  J O L E N E  N O L T E  •  P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  B R E T  G U M

S T Y L I N G  B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S  A N D  E L I S E  P O R T A L E



But Jurate and Scott Brown’s home in Long Beach, California, is such a refuge. Lovingly curated using their

own skills and secondhand vintage and found items, the home is a stylish and thoughtfully collected space

where they and their three cats, one dog, edible garden and bees can thrive.

CITIES HAVE LOTS TO OFFER, BUT USUALLY BEING A SANCTUARY FOR LIVING
THINGS IS NOT THE FIRST THING THAT COMES TO MIND. 



MODERN & PERSONAL. Inspired by

Midcentury Modern style, Jurate

designed this lamp for the living area

since there was no light in the room

when they moved in. Her brother Darius

and husband, Scott, built the lamp. The

photograph adds another layer of per-

sonal meaning while also blending in

with the neutral, modern scheme. Scott

took the photograph on their honey-

moon, and afterwards Darius printed the

photograph for them. 
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CURAT    ED STYLE

Jurate describes her style as “mostly eclectic, but with

hints of Midcentury Modern mixed in. When we are try-

ing to upcycle, we look for pieces that have this blend or

with a few tweaks can achieve this look.” 

While eclectic, Jurate’s home still feels cohesive. Each

area has its distinctive flair, but natural and midcentury

touches and a predominantly neutral color scheme

weave their way throughout each space to tie it all

together. Bold geometric shapes and patterns, from the

area rug to the jewelry display and linear theme in the

master bedroom, and furniture from the period add the

Midcentury Modern elements. Natural touches like the

antler hook, houseplants, wooden textures and playful

pops of color from throw pillows infuse the space with

personality and warmth. 

When Jurate shops her favorite fleas and thrift stores,

she has her stylistic vision in mind. The result means that

her home feels personal but also purposeful. This isn’t a

random collection but a thoughtfully curated space. 

REIMAGINED SPACE When Jurate and Scott moved in, the
shelves were behind a door. They removed the door and turned

it into a display shelf. Jurate layered in flea-market finds over
time and repainted several of the objects, such as the horse

figurine and candleholders. She was patient in her search for
the display items. “It doesn’t all come at once,” Jurate says.

FOCUSED FINDS. Jurate sets about her design
process with a vision in mind. She went looking for
a specific kind of round midcentury-style mirror at
the flea market. Scott made the coat tree and,
while the cabinet is from Ikea, Jurate gave it a
midcentury-style veneer and added legs to it. 



MODERN EARTH TONES Jurate and Scott received the

midcentury recliner from Scott’s parents and got it into

working order. The vase and artichoke-shaped candle-

holder on the coffee table were vintage finds. 

|OPPOSITE TOP| ORIGIN STORIES. Scott is from

Louisiana, so this gold map print from minted.com is a

nod to his roots there. The deer skull is not merely for

decoration’s sake. Scott hunts for deer once a year, and

this is their only source of meat. Their love for living

things leads them to be very conscious of not wasting

anything, so they make every effort to use all of the deer.
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IN A NEW LIGHT

Throughout the home, inside and out, Jurate and Scott

specialize in making old things new. With Jurate’s skills as a

jewelry designer, she has a vision for the style she wants,

and her husband, Scott, and brother Darius help to make

her designs a reality. Whether it’s a jewelry display made

from drum frames or an outdoor lounge chair made from

wooden pallets, Jurate tries to find as much as she can

from flea markets and thrift stores.

Raised in Lithuania when it was part of the USSR, Jurate

explains, “There wasn’t much money or style.” Jurate does

not take for granted that so much is available to her now.

That is partially why she looks for things secondhand, dis-

carded things that are still perfectly good. 

|BELOW| A HANDCRAFTED DISPLAY. Jurate is a jewelry designer.

She designed both the jewelry and the unique wooden display. Her

brother built the jewelry display using drum frames. The geometric

design is a nod to midcentury style, fitting right in with the rest of

her home’s look.

|BELOW RIGHT| MIDCENTURY CUES. With the gray wall paint,

midcentury chair from Craigslist and bullet planter from an

antique market, the clean, geometric style creates a modern

look. Jurate loves midcentury style and brings a bit of the out-

doors in with the potted fiddleleaf fig. 



UNDERSTATED STYLE. A mix of new and found items makes the dining area a
clean, inviting space. The midcentury table (from minted.com), chairs and buffet
have a warm texture and simple design. Framed art creates a gallery wall for
visual interest, and the blue rug and upholstery make for calming companions
to the gray walls. The pendant light adds a restrained touch of glamour. 
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Her home is full of repurposed and handcrafted details.

In the hallway display nook, Jurate repainted several of the

figurines to fit in with the color scheme and modern style.

Jurate and Scott made a nightstand out of a hollowed tree

stump they found. Scott made a coat tree from reclaimed

wood. Jurate designed the midcentury-style lamp in the

living area, which Scott and her brother Darius then built. 

OBJECT HISTORY

Most things in Jurate’s home have a story because so

much is repurposed or handmade. A large photograph in

the living room, for example, shows Teotihuacan, the

Mexican pyramid that Jurate and Scott visited on their hon-

eymoon. Scott took the picture, and Darius mounted the

photograph and framed it. 

In the guest bedroom, the framed artwork comes from

an artist friend, Agnes Meintjes.

Even the deer heads on display have a story. Scott hunts

deer once a year, and they use all of the animal. This is the

only meat Scott and Jurate eat all year. “They’re not tro-

phies,” Jurate emphasizes about the few deer skulls they

have. Like their other décor, these reflect conscious choices

and some elbow grease. 

Some items come with familial history, such as a dresser

DREAM TEAM. With

Jurate’s designs and

her brother and hus-

band’s craftsmanship,

their teamwork made

the living room feel

more open and mod-

ern. In addition to the

lamp and photo, they

also designed and

added the geometric-

style shelves. 



ARTFUL CHOICES. A signed Dali print serves as the master
bedroom’s décor inspiration. Scott’s parents gave them the
print, and the geometric pattern and colors set the tone for the
bedding and throw pillows. When Jurate got tired of the head-
board design, she recovered it in new fabric for an easy, inex-
pensive refresh. 

|OPPOSITE TOP| CLEAN DESIGN. The black-and-white color
scheme and claw-foot tub gives the bathroom a simple feel
with modern and vintage touches. The tub and tile came with
the house. Jurate added in her own touches with the black
countertop she had found years before and the antler-hook
towel rack she designed. She also added silver to the mirror to
give it an antique look. 
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in the guest bedroom from her husband’s

youth. In the master bedroom, a signed

Salvador Dali print Scott’s parents gave

them serves as the room’s focal point and

design inspiration. 

OUTDOOR SANCTUARY 

The home’s outside reflects the same

amount of thoughtful curating as inside.

When Jurate’s aunt was moving, Jurate

intercepted a dining table, umbrella and

outdoor wicker furniture set. She sewed

cushions for the wrought-iron chairs and

wicker furniture. Scott and Darius created a

new black top for the outdoor wrought-iron

dining table. 

Now the dining table sits underneath the

wide umbrella where Jurate likes to eat

breakfast. “You don’t feel like you’re in the

city. Sometimes all you can hear is birds. I

love it. I spend a lot of time here, and I just

love it,” Jurate says. It’s a serene and thriv-

ing place for Jurate, Scott, guests, bees, but-

terflies and birds and, of course, their cats

and dog. 

|RIGHT| BRANCH OUT. Handcrafted
touches like the towel rack Jurate

designed around an antler she found
in Texas and the silvered texture she
added to the mirror infuse the space

with personality. Even the leaf comes
from her garden. 

|FAR RIGHT| ORIGINAL HOSPITALITY.

The guest room also reflects the
thoughtful, handcrafted style of

Jurate’s home. The framed artwork is
by a local artist and friend Lara

(Agnes) Meintjes. Jurate and Scott
made the nightstand from a tree

stump. Playful touches like the light-
bulb-shaped lights and bright pillow
add touches of whimsy to the other-

wise neutral tones. 
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Tucked away in the back corner of their yard, they have a beehive, from which they just harvested

three gallons of honey. Jurate isn’t new to beekeeping. “It was a way of life for my grandparents and

my mother, who is still in Lithuania,” she explains. 

Jurate and Scott also grow fruit and vegetables: limes, oranges, nectarines, cherries, blackberries,

peaches, pineapple, blueberries as well as artichokes, kale, lettuce, arugula, beets, parsley and dill.

When she and her husband moved in five years ago, they used the picket fence to create a border for

their vegetable garden. Their garden is also partially watered with a graywater system diverting water

from their washer to their backyard—yet another reflection of their desire to reuse what they can.  

S E E  S O U R C E S ,  P A G E  1 4 4 .
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A CALIFORNIA GARDEN. When drought arrived in
California, Jurate knew they needed to do something

about their water fountain. She converted it into a
“California garden” with colorful succulents you can

enjoy looking at from the outdoor dining table. 

BRIGHT FINDS. Jurate found these vibrant gardening
boots at the Long Beach Antique Market. She loves being
in her garden, and these fun boots reflect that, as well as
her love for thrifting and eclectic style. “You can find such
good stuff at the flea markets around here,” she says. 



|CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT| MORE MODERN. Jurate recovered the cushions from this old patio set in bright fabrics for

a more modern vibrant style. • INDOORS OUT. Leaving no corner unattended, she repainted an old hutch with exterior

paint and set it outside in the corner of the patio for a great way to add indoor style to the yard. • GATED PLANTER. The

couple salvaged the fence they tore down from the front yard to create their gated, raised veggie planter. • RESOURCEFUL

LOUNGING. With a vision for what she wanted, Jurate created a design for a lounge chair, which her husband made from

wooden pallets. Jurate took a trip to Los Angeles’ fashion district for the fabric and made the cushions herself. 
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DINING IN STYLE. Jurate

rescued this discarded dining

set, and with just a few coats

of paint, a new top and some

newly sewn cushions, it's a

fun and eye-catching place to

eat in the garden. 



KITCHEN CONNECTION. When designing the built-in

banquette, the couple made sure to include a ledge for

display space. The flowery paintings, crocheted pillows

and flowers on the table make it look cozy. 

|OPPOSITE| ART OF LIFE.

A still life of peonies next

to a pastel painting by 

Jur Moolhuizen.
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Happiness
Create a romantic haven with vintage
treasures and shabby finds. 

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  D E N N I S  B R A N D S M A

S T Y L I N G  B Y  L I N D A  V A N  D E R  H A M  /  L I N D I V I D U . C O M

P R O D U C E D  B Y  C O C O F E A T U R E S . C O M

Villa
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EASY PIECES. The couple opted for a large modular

corner sofa for easy maintenance. The round colonial

table offsets the modern look. 

“WHEN WE WERE DEVELOPING THE IDEAS FOR THE

REMODEL, WE EMPHASIZED TO OUR ARCHITECTS

THAT THERE HAD TO BE LIGHT EVERYWHERE, AND

EVERY SPACE SHOULD

BE A USEFUL ONE.”
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 if you’re like Tineke Dijk. Her par-

ticular passion is old floral treasures, from

antique needlepoint to oil paintings to

teacups. As a result, her house is blossom-

ing in vibrant flea-market charm. 

“I love nature and everything about it:

flowers, the forest, dunes, the beach, the

sea,” she says. All the natural elements you

see in her house are an expression of this

love. When it came to remodeling the

house, they chose simple forms and natu-

ral materials, and used recycled materials

like recycled rubber roof tiles. She also

kept bare wooden floors for an earthy, 

simple and chic look.

SPACE FOR GATHERING

The family loves to entertain, so it was

key for Tineke to be able to find room for all

her passions, yet still keep the home from

feeling cluttered and cramped. The hallway

of the house is very light and bright. 

ere’s a
omance to
ld things. 

|TOP RIGHT| TAKE A SEAT. The

wooden chairs are a country-style

touch in Tineke’s workspace.

|RIGHT| PASTELS THAT POP. The

fireplace was painted in a Farrow &

Ball sand color. Next to the creamy

French chair and ottoman, the pretty

vintage Italian vases truly stand out. 
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“TO ME THE ROMANCE OF THESE

OLD PAINTINGS IS IN ALL THE SMALL

CURIOUS DETAILS. THE VASES, THE

LINENS THE ARTIST USES TO CAPTURE LIGHT

AND SHADOW. THE SMALL TOKENS THAT

ARE ADDED TO THE SCENE TO TELL A

STORY,” TINEKE SAYS. “I TRIED TO APPLY

THAT SAME PROCESS TO DECORATING ALL

THE SURFACES OF MY HOME.” 
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|OPPOSITE| GALLERY WALL. The piece of art in the hallway
is a collage of small paintings in colorful pastels. The simple,
shabby assemblage mimics Tineke’s approach to decorating. 

|LEFT| THE CATWALK. The main hallway runs the length of
the house and shows how the remodel prioritized creating a
light, fresh and spacious interior. 

|BELOW| BLANK SLATE. The white-on-white tones of this
cozy corner downplay the very ornate carvings on the chest
and the elaborate scrollwork of the candelabra. The papier-
mâché animal head was a gift for Tineke’s birthday. 





|OPPOSITE| CASUAL DINING. A simple Swedish

farmhouse dining table and chairs turn the dining

room into a soft, elegant room. The large pendant

lantern adds an earthy, chic touch. 
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READY TO ROLL. Even the piano

becomes a spot to display a pink and

black still life. A French chair and

ottoman add an elegant touch. 



THE BUILT-IN BENCH ALLOWS

FOR A DISPLAY SHELF

AGAINST THE WALL, AND

THE BENCH SEATING

ALLOWS FOR DECORATING

WITH CROCHETED PILLOWS

AND FLOWER PAINTINGS,

WHICH MAKE THE

ENTIRE KITCHEN FEEL

COZY AND CASUAL. 
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SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT. The couple used

Ikea for the cabinetry but hired a carpenter

to make some upgrades, including the

fronts of the cabinets, which were upcycled

out of old wooden doors. They chose their

own sturdy wooden pulls and hardware for

a more Old World feel. The poured concrete

counters are chic yet sturdy enough to

stand up to many parties and gatherings. 

“When we were developing the ideas for the remodel, we

emphasized to our architects that there had to be light every-

where, and every space should be a useful one,” she says.  

The team also came up with a circular floor plan, one that

was open, with traffic patterns carefully considered. “Every

space in the house is connected, so you can walk through

each room and come back where you started,” Tineke adds. 

The remodel also included plans for turning everyday

spaces into display places. “My husband and I have Jack-and-

Jill workspaces separated by a sliding door. A carpenter spe-

cially made this sliding door for us with a built-in bookcase.

So the sliding door-in-the-bookcase is functional as well as

decorative,” Tineke says. 

The kitchen with its corner banquette was another display-

space spot.  The built-in bench allows for a display shelf

against the wall, and the bench seating allows for decorating

with crocheted pillows and flower paintings, which make the

entire kitchen feel cozy and casual. 
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CAREFUL COLLECTING

Another key to maintaining the space is taking your time to add

to your collections. A colorful collage of paintings brightens up

the stairway, all inspired by a single piece of art Tineke found. “I

always take time to make definite decisions about where to put a

picture or painting,” she says. “It has to be the perfect spot.”

A beautiful still life on an antique cabinet with a dark-brown

marble top is an eye- catcher in the hallway. It is a pastel chalk

drawing in an antique frame with a vase with flowers and a scent

bottle with chopsticks right next to it. 

In the small white corner cabinet at the bottom of the stairway

Tineke keeps old teacups that were a present from her mother. The

broken-lamp-turned-vase on top was a present from her grandmother. 

FLOWER POWER

Tineke’s favorite thing to collect is flowers. In many ways, her

home is a series of still life vignettes, just like the old paintings 

she collects. 

“To me the romance of these old paintings is in all the small

curious details. The vases, the linens the artist uses to capture

light and shadow. The small tokens that are added to the scene to

tell a story,” Tineke says. “I tried to apply that same process to dec-

orating all the surfaces of my home.” 

To balance out all the colorful finds, she kept every wall white.

White ash floors add to the lightness. “I chose stone floors for 

the kitchen because to me, it was a nod to the garden feeling,” 

she says. 

CREATIVE CARPENTRY. The sofa bed was made of old pallets and

painted white with a dry-brush technique for a shabby look. 
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|ABOVE LEFT| HEAVENLY STYLE. The

white floor and, in fact, the entire top

floor create a soothing look. The dividing

wall of cabinets between the bedroom

and the bathroom consists of Ikea-cabi-

net insides and customized fronts made

of old closet doors. 

|ABOVE RIGHT| JEWEL BOX. The couple

had the outdated tub encased in wood

as a quick, budget-friendly alternative to

ripping it out. The emerald tiles are

similar to tiles used in a Spanish bed-

and-breakfast the couple stayed in for

their honeymoon. 

INDOOR PICNIC. A park table and

a bench, both painted white, make

an unusual yet practical spot to

sit and read in the bedroom. 

|TOP LEFT| SMALL SPACE SOLUTIONS.

The couple added lots of storage space

underneath a concrete countertop and

placed two bathroom sinks on top. Taps

were also connected directly to the wall 

to save counter space. 



CASUAL DINING. The veranda is a lovely covered

porch with a fireplace for the barbecue, a sofa and

wooden chairs. The wooden shiplap walls make

the space truly feel like an outdoor room and

make it usable for most of the year. 
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|ABOVE| A GRADE. The wooden A-frame house was built in

the 1960s and remodeled in the past four years by Tineke and

her husband. They wanted to keep the retro appeal of the cot-

tage but make the interior feel soft and feminine. 

|RIGHT| HANG TEN. The hanging swing chair in Tineke’s son’s

room is a mix of Bohemian and modern styles. 

ELEGANT UNDERTONES

The classic, timeless feel of each space is thanks in

large part to the simple sophisticated furnishings that

anchor each space. In the living room it’s a simple modu-

lar sofa framed by colonial and European antiques that

gives the room a grand sense of scale. In the dining

room, the couple chose simple Swedish table and chairs,

a reflection of their roots.

“I think it’s important to balance your décor,” she says.

“This allows you to express the many facets of your style

and keeps the canvas workable as your tastes, hobbies

and passions grow.”  

S E E  S O U R C E S ,  P A G E  1 4 4 .
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OldWorldCharm
How to create easy elegance with antique treasures.

B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S  •  P H O T O G R A P H Y  C O U R T E S Y  O F  S U S A N  S U L L Y



|OPPOSITE| Décor as Collage
To successfully integrate a large range of
antiques into a modern room, think like an
artist and evaluate your objects for their color,
composition and how they would frame a room.
“Throughout a house, elements from the past
and present can juxtapose,” Sully writes. If you
shift the focus from trying to match to trying to
make a statement, you take the pressure off
and make decorating more fun. 

|ABOVE| Color with Collectibles
“There’s a common misconception that deco-
rating with antiques and heirlooms is a serious
endeavor,” Sully writes. “In truth, the rooms of
the past were vividly colored.” Rather than con-
form your palette to your heirlooms, frame
them with your own personality. This may mean
punctuating a sunny yellow room with graceful
brown transferware or accenting a cool, casual
space with heirloom pewter.

THERE’S A CERTAIN JE NE SAIS QUOI ABOUT HOMES FILLED WITH

ANTIQUES. They are at once fascinating and comforting, elegant and nostalgic.

What is it about vintage heirlooms and treasures of a bygone era that make a

house truly special? 

Author Susan Sully sought out the secrets when putting together her own

home. After inheriting a collection of china, crystal and a trove of other heir-

looms, she was excited at the task of making them all work in her modern cot-

tage. “Antiques add the touch of time and the human hand, creating an

ambiance impossible to imitate with newly manufactured things,” she writes.

“We love old furniture and silver for the depth and beauty of its patina acquired

through years of use, perhaps a bit of misuse, and endless dusting and polish-

ing. Every dented baby cup, mended tablecloth … tells a story that began long

ago and hasn’t ended yet.”

To do her collection justice and combine her style with her new treasures, she

interviewed collectors, designers and antiques dealers from Dallas to Sag

Harbor, and she shares her discoveries in her new book, Past Present: Living with

Heirlooms and Antiques. Here are some of her nuggets of newfound wisdom.  
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Garnish the House
Antique elements, whether they are architectural fragments or

delicate collections, should be embellishments to your own story.

“Load up a room with things you own but don’t know what to do

with—then pare a bit or don’t,” she writes. “The result will be an

engaging interior that arouses the senses and piques curiosity.” 
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Reinterpret Your Rooms
Part of truly melding the modern and the vintage

together in a space is blurring the lines between old

and new. In this room, a salvage mantel replaces a

newer one. Against the shiplap walls, the patina of the

old wood becomes a portal from the past to the present

and unites the antiques in the space.  

Past Present: Living with

Heirlooms and Antiques by

Susan Sully, published by

The Monacelli Press, 

© 2016; monacellipress.com.



PRIZE ROOM. This tiny garage-turned-

guest cottage is a mix of rustic luxury. The

painted brick walls clean up the room in a

shabby yet chic way, while coveted travel

trunks come together as the centerpiece of

the makeshift living room. A few hunting

trophies contrast with the silver and glass

accents, which perfectly balance the mas-

culine and feminine vibe of the room. 
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AntiqueAppeal
Tour this countryside cottage, and see how simple antiques are the

quickest way to add casual elegance and timeless charm.
B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  L I V I N G 4 M E D I A

VINTAGE COLLECTIBLES AND ANTIQUE FINDS HAVE A WONDERFUL WAY OF ADDING RELAXED

GRACE TO A SPACE. Maybe it’s the timeworn polish of aged and well-used wood furnishings. Or it could be

the inimitable patina of goods crafted at a time when hands—not machines—were the last things to touch

something coming off an assembly line. Whether you’re a fan of farm classics, vintage Americana or just good

old-fashioned quality-crafted items, here are some of our favorite ways to decorate with old things. 

SIMPLE ELEGANCE. A

study in high-low style, this

bedroom mixes sturdy

everyday materials like flax

and sisal with romantically

cozy luxuries like toile and

carved wood furnishings. 



SALT OF THE

EARTH. This gor-

geous dining room

draws its inspiration

from earthy colors,

from the sage-green

chippy painted table

to the terracotta

pots planted with

mosses that serve

as a poetic center-

piece. The mix-and-

match chairs play up

the come-as-you-are

vibe of this character-

filled room. 



A RENEWED PURPOSE. Vintage advertising signs are

posted like the works of art they are in this simple

kitchen. Other farmhouse finds get put to work for daily

needs, such as the fruit crate-turned-fruit bowl on the

antique butcher block island or the antique food scale

that can hold a few items in lieu of upper cabinets. 
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STUDIO STYLE. You only need a few luxuries

to make even the smallest bedroom feel well

appointed and special. An old trunk and

Georgian-style antique chairs come together

in a cozy seating area just at the foot of the

sumptuously upholstered bed. 



CHEERFUL CLASSICS.

What better way to play

up farmhouse style

than with cowhide and

gingham? Keeping the

color palette simple

with blue and white lets

the mix feel well tai-

lored rather than busy. 



COMFY AND COZY. White walls and a neu-

tral couch provide the perfect backdrop for

a slew of bright hues in the pillows, wall

art and other small accessories.

“WE WANTED TO KEEP A CLASSIC LOOK,

NOT SOMETHING TOO MODERN. 
WE DON’T WANT TO HAVE TO REDO THE

ROOM IN 10 YEARS BECAUSE IT’S OUTDATED.”



Teach an

Old House
New Tricks

This Ohio couple put a modern spin on their
early 20th-century bungalow.

B Y  V I C T O R I A  V A N  V L E A R

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  C H E L S E A  M O H R M A N ,  F A R M F R E S H T H E R A P Y . C O M
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HOW DO YOU UPDATE AN OLDER HOME WITHOUT DESTROYING ITS CLASSIC ESSENTIALS?

This was the challenge Chelsea Mohrman and her husband, Kiel, faced when they moved into their 1918

bungalow in Columbus, Ohio. “There are a lot of cool, old bungalows in the area, and that’s what attracted

us to buy here,” Chelsea says. While previous owners had cared for the structure of the building, the interior

was an outdated mess. When the couple decided it was time to decorate their living room, they had to

determine what would stay and what would receive a makeover.
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KEEP IT CLASSIC

It was important to Chelsea and Kiel to

keep the bungalow’s personality. “This is

the first house we’ve owned, and we want

to stay here long term,” Chelsea says. “We

wanted to keep a classic look, not some-

thing too modern. We don’t want to have

to redo the room in 10 years because 

it’s outdated.”

This particular room was an addition

from the 1930s. The original structure had

small square footage, so the residents

added a second living space with a bath-

room and mudroom. “When we moved into

the house, we used this as our bedroom,”

Chelsea says. “But when we had our son,

we moved upstairs to be closer to him. We

still spend a lot of time here because it’s so

light and airy.”

MAKE IT MODERN

The task at hand was to renew the space

without hiding the original architecture.

On the ceiling, a previous owner had

installed stippling, a type of plaster ceiling

style that features wavy and swooshing

lines, as if a mop had been dragged over

wet plaster to create pattern. This made

the whole room feel outdated. After an

unsuccessful attempt to remove it, the cou-

ple decided to cover the stippling with

beadboard instead. This small change

packs a punch. While visitors won’t spend

time staring at the ceiling, the subtle dif-

ference helps the room feel more modern.

But while the ceiling was an easy fix, the

trim wasn’t. “One of the biggest challenges

I’ve had in decorating a bungalow is the

original wood features,” Chelsea says. “I

would probably just paint all the trim

white, but my husband wants to keep the

original stain visible.” The baseboards are

large and add a lot of personality to the

space but make the décor difficult because

they stand out. 

Chelsea compromised by keeping the

background neutral. The white walls allow

light to bounce around the room and help

keep the atmosphere airy but still show-

case the original wood accents. “I did a lot

of neutrals,” she says, “But I also added

bright pops of color.” Since the room acts

as both her son’s playroom and an extra

living area, she wanted to make it feel both

MIX AND MATCH. Not everything has to come from the same place. Chelsea

paired a new easy chair and throw blanket with a vintage side table and thrift-

store art. The result is a personalized, eclectic feel. Art was one place Chelsea

felt they could save money. She made some DIY frames, repurposed art from

antiques stores and even mounted some fabric as framed art.



|ABOVE| BRIGHT COLORS. Chelsea’s small accessories are an

eclectic mix of old and new, with fresh flowers and thrift-store

finds in the same mix.

|RIGHT| ECLECTIC FUN. Kiel makes this side table to sell

through his business, Midwest Woods. With a dark wood base

and white top, the piece fits perfectly into the white room with

dark wood accents.

adult and kid friendly. The combination of old trim, white walls

and bright accents creates a versatile space.

ACCENT WITH ANTIQUES

When it comes to the décor in the room, it’s all about antiques.

“We do a lot of flea-market shopping,” Chelsea says. Ohio has a

plethora of flea markets and antiques malls, and the couple’s

home is full of unique finds—many of which she and Kiel person-

alize and alter. Chelsea says her trick is to be a savvy shopper.

“When we look for accents, we usually buy them as is,” Chelsea

says. “You don’t want to spend time redoing something small.”

With furniture, however, Chelsea is willing to put in a bit more

work. “We don’t like to do total furniture projects because my

husband makes furniture for a living,” she says. “If we’re going to

spend 10 hours on a piece, he might as well make it himself. But

I’m not against a quick project like new paint or stain.” Small

changes can make a big impact. Whether the project is a stool, a

room or your whole home, a new coat of paint or a collection of

found objects will update and personalize, while still allowing the

original personality to shine through. 

CHELSEA CREATED AND UPDATED MANY OF THESE

PIECES HERSELF. FOR HER DIY PROJECTS, VISIT

FARMFRESHTHERAPY.COM.
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Creating 
Your 

Craft a home that expresses
your character and story 
with heirloom and second-
hand pieces.
B Y  K E L L Y  M C B R I D E

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  S T E V E  G R O S S  A N D

S U S A N  D A L E Y

Cottage
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The beautiful view outside the deck of this tiny coastal cottage sets the
tone for the fun finds. From the pastel kilim rug and the playful patterns
on the pillows and curtains to the high-gloss blue-painted floors, the only
decorating rule in this house is not to take décor too seriously. 
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and taking a peek at someone’s collections is the special—

often quirky—stories behind stuff. More than just a place

where you live, a house is an opportunity to curate furniture

and objects that are meaningful to you. In their book The

Creative Cottage, Steve Gross and Susan Daley profile 13 cot-

tages tucked away in scenic locations with interiors that

reflect the unique personalities of both locations and owners.

“A good cottage,” write Gross and Daley, “is a home with a

sensibility of mind and place that suggests comfort and sim-

plicity.” Spreads of colorful photography invite you into

homes from Cape Cod to the Catskills and showcase homes

that demonstrate this mindfulness with story and character.

KNOW WHERE TO LOOK

Personalizing your home with unique objects starts with

knowing where to hunt for them. Think beyond the usual

antiques stores, rummage construction sites, scrap yards and

even nature to find distinctive objects that bring a location’s

personality to your home. Butch Antony, an artist who lives in

his self-built home in Seale, Alabama, gathers natural objects

from the surrounding forests and frequents local dumps. “I just

can’t quit picking stuff up,” he says. “Every time I go to the

dump I come back with more than I went with.” 

Similarly, landscape painter John Dowd fills his Cape Cod

home with items salvaged from junkyards and found for

Part of the joy in visiting a home 
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|ABOVE| ART AND HISTORY. Stephen Score

combines folk art and work by a contempo-

rary artist to reflect the story of his home’s

Provincetown location.

|RIGHT| CURTAINED CORNERS. Adding

curtains around the bed gives privacy from

the window and recreates the feel of bunks

found on trains. 
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|BELOW| FUN AND FUNCTIONAL. Kat and Zac reinforced

their old firehouse Windsor chairs with metal tighteners,

adding both functionality and interest.

|BOTTOM| SHAKE IT UP. Display objects with a personal 

history, like this homeowner’s grandmother’s martini shaker,

and balance the color and composition of your arrangement

with new items to blend modern and vintage together. 

“THE FURNISHINGS DRAW
ON MEMORIES, HISTORY
AND REMINISCENCES AND

ACT AS REPOSITORIES OF

FAVORITE THINGS.”

The Creative Cottage, written and 

photographed by Steve Gross and Susan

Daley, published by Gibbs Smith, © 2016;

gibbs-smith.com.

|ABOVE RIGHT| SARDINIAN STYLE. Pietro and Ruth

Niovola nod to their past with a Sardinian basket

placed atop a stool for a nightstand and a spool bed

that belonged to Ruth’s mother.
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cheap at local shops, like the harpoon he hung over his mantel.

He had a budget of “just about zero” when he began renovations

and was able to reflect the home’s historic origins by picking up

castaway furniture. Both cottage owners infuse their spaces with

local personality not only by looking for the right items, but also

by looking in the right places.

DRAW ON MEMORIES

Display old items passed down from grandparents or objects

that hold personal meaning. Gross and Daley describe the cot-

tages they profile as filled with furnishings that “draw on memo-

ries, history and reminiscences and act as repositories of favorite

things.” Ruth Nivola juxtaposes the clean white space of her Long

Island attic with the intricacies of her mother’s old spool bed. The

parents of her husband, Pietro, were first-generation immigrants

from Italy, and the straw Sardinian baskets on the walls are a nod

to this past. Kat Shaufelberger and Zac Orth fill a wall of shelves

with objects that are heirlooms or personal favorites, like Kat’s

grandmother’s martini shaker and an old orange juicer that fasci-

nates Zac. Their furnishings come from “local attics and cellars” or

from their relatives’ homes, “adding to the retrospective mood of

the interior.”

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

Don’t be afraid to make adjustments to your salvage-yard or

flea-market finds. Kat and Zac reinforced their antique firehouse

Windsor chairs with metal tighteners, adding to both their func-

tionality and character. Butch, who filled his Alabama home with

his own artworks, drew “X-ray-like skeletons” over old family por-

traits and hung a chandelier made from small fragments of scrap

iron “with weird things dangling down, such as sweetgum balls

and rattlesnake rattles.” A small home is a space to have fun and

exercise your resourcefulness and imagination. Whatever the

location, it can be a retreat filled with objects that have stories

and personal connections.
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read a room Refreshing

o
Learn how to create a throwback look in your own
home without getting stuck in a time warp. 
B Y  D A N I  N E I L E Y

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  G R O U P E

E X P R E S S - R O U L A R T A

CAREFUL ARRANGEMENT. With so

many photographs on the wall, it can

be tricky to avoid overcrowding. This

room stays neat and open through

careful symmetry and the rug that

ties the room together with the

green, yellow and gray color scheme. 
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ver feel like you were born in the wrong era because the things you
love are from decades past? The good news is you can craft your
home to reflect your favorite finds without feeling like you're living
in a time capsule. Caroline Clifton-Mogg’s book Modern Retro: From Rustic to Urban, Classic

to Colorful examines the use of retro furniture and interior design within the modern world.

Rather than focus solely on the history of 20th-century design, Clifton-Mogg spends most of the

book explaining how to incorporate retro modern styles with contemporary design, as well as

with vintage and antique pieces. The three main sections—Retro Styling, Details That Count and

Room by Room—all examine homes that successfully combine contemporary settings with retro

modern décor. 

To start, she introduces the modern movement, which began shortly after World War I, due to a

growing change in design ideology. Architects, designers and artists realized there were other

ways to design and decided to let simplicity take center stage. Clifton-Mogg writes, “Using retro

UNITING COLORS. Turquoise

brings this room together

through the chair, picture

frames, and vases. The wood

used for the frames and the

dresser is all distressed. 
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pieces in a modern setting, or indeed a set-

ting filled with styles of another period, is

an exercise in style.” It’s also a challenge,

but done carefully, you can create a

refreshed retro feel in your home without

looking like you’re stuck in a time warp.  

USE A COMMON THREAD

Modern pieces of furniture can look radi-

cally different from each other, especially

because of their bright colors. The important

thing when deciding on furniture choices is

to find a connecting factor between the

pieces. For example, one homeowner 

selected chairs and tables in her home

because “each piece has black metal, angled

legs.” You’re free to pick and choose what to

connect. Making connections between fur-

nishings and the color scheme allows you to

bring a room together. 

SCALE AND BALANCE

Proportion and arrangement require

careful consideration in order to make retro

modern pieces work in a contemporary set-

ting. Clifton-Mogg describes that unset-

tling feeling you can get from walking into

an unbalanced room: “It is not a question of

FINDING CONNECTIONS. Even

though each piece of furniture is

fundamentally different—the red and

white chairs, the map-covered table

and the sliding wood table—the

black on the legs unites the room. 
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everything matching—far from it—but it is

a question of everything going together.”

Even if all of the pieces you use match in

color, an overcrammed room runs the risk

of looking messy or poorly designed.

Because retro modern pieces stand out so

well on their own, it’s best to assume that

less is always more. 

MIX PERIODS AND STYLES

Manfred Geserick, a French fashion

designer and consultant, has designed his

house in contrasts by adding furnishings

and décor from different time periods.

Geserick’s living room includes a Louis XV-

style mirror above the marble fireplace and

a vintage figurine of a man on a horse.

Geserick creates contrast by adding a low-

standing leather table of his own design as

well as two red chairs found at a flea market.

Clifton-Mogg champions his combination of

styles and concludes, “It takes a sure eye to

combine such opposites with success.”

COLOR

Grayscale color schemes can appear ele-

gant in their minimalism, but Clifton-Mogg

emphasizes the fact that color can “soften

BALANCE. The simplicity of the uniform Ikea kitchen

cabinets balances out the mismatched chairs at the

kitchen table. The chairs also work together

because they all stand at the same height. 

BECAUSE RETRO

MODERN PIECES

STAND OUT SO WELL

ON THEIR OWN, IT’S

BEST TO ASSUME

THAT LESS IS

ALWAYS MORE.
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Modern Retro: From Rustic to

Urban, Classic to Colorful by
Caroline Clifton-Mogg, published
by Jacqui Small LLP, © 2016;
quartoknows.com/jacqui-small.

read a room

MAKING THE OLD NEW. The flo-
ral wallpaper feels reminiscent
of the 1920s, especially when
juxtaposed with the antique
Gustavian grandfather clock.
The addition of the striped pat-
tern on the bed and curtains,
when combined with the yellow,
black and white color scheme,
updates the room and makes it
appear new.

and humanize,” as well as “add warmth and

contrast” to neutral rooms. One of the

homes featured in the book is a colorful

apartment in Marseille, inspired by the

French architect Le Corbusier. Light blue,

pink and yellow paint covers a wall on

each side of the room, a bright yellow arm-

chair sits next to a rainbow-colored

abstract rug, and all the décor is bright

orange and yellow. The use of color creates

a vivid, eclectic space. 

For the less bold or brave, using color just

as an accent in a room can enliven the neu-

trality too. In another house, the color

scheme in the living room relies on beige,

cream and tan; the homeowner used navy for

the pillows and bright blue for a single arm-

chair, creating pops of fun, colorful contrast. 

Achieving a retro modern style in a con-

temporary setting without it looking like

an imitation of the 1960s is admittedly a

challenge, but with careful thought to bal-

ance, color and selection of furnishings,

modernism can be achievable. 

“USING RETRO PIECES IN A MODERN SETTING, 

OR INDEED A SETTING FILLED WITH STYLES OF
ANOTHER PERIOD, IS AN EXERCISE IN STYLE.”
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COTTAGE KITCHENS

Page 32

For more information on Karen Swanson of New England Design Works, (978) 500-

1096 or email nedesignworks@gmail.com.

Cabinets: “Shakertown” doors with Parisian inset, Pennville Custom Cabinetry, visit

pennvillecabinetry.com.

Caesarstone “Frosty Carrina” countertop in polished quartz, island countertop in

Calacatta marble: Boston Granite Exchange, visit bostongraniteexchange.com. 

Backsplash: Savoy subway tile in “Rice Paper,” Ann Sacks, visit annsacks.com.

Walnut with sapwood end-grain butcher block: Grothouse Lumber, visit glumber.com.

Cabinet hardware: Schaub, visit schaubandcompany.com.

Appliances: Jenn-Air; visit jennair.com.

Light over sink: Urban Electric, visit urbanelectricco.com.



TEACH AN OLD HOUSE NEW TRICKS

Page 128

For more on DIY projects from Farm Fresh Therapy, visit 

farmfreshtherapy.com.

Side tables: Midwest Woods Furniture, visit midwestwoods.com.

Charcoal gray nolee folding sofa, aimee arrow basket: World

Market, (887) 967-5362 or worldmarket.com.

Modern chair: Urban Outfitters, (800) 282-2200 or 

urbanoutfitters.com.

Monogrammed throw: Tiny Prints, (877) 300-9256 or

tinyprints.com.

Vintage framed terrarium post cards: Quill and Fox, (971) 409-

9957 or quillandfox.com.
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CAPITAL REDO

Page 66

For more on Kerra Michele Huerta, visit aptenvy.com.

For more on Blue Star, visit bluestardesignbuild.com.

COLLECTING ON THE SHORE

Page 76

Mirror, free-form chandelier, wooden chair: Anthropologie, (800)

309-2500 or anthropologie.com. 

Ceiling medallion: Decorator’s Supply Corporation, (800) 792-

2093 or decoratorssupply.com.

Dining table, pale pink throw: Marika’s Antique Shop, (617) 523-

4520. 

Canopy bed in the master bedroom, mirrored chest of drawers:

ABC Carpet & Home, (646) 602-3101 or abchome.com. 

Rug: Calypso Home, (866) 422-5977 or calypsostbarth.com.

Guest bed: West Elm,  (888) 922-4119 or westelm.com. 

Antique writing desk: Firehouse Antiques, (410) 648-5639.

REUSE BY DESIGN

Page 90

Living room cabinet, gray throw pillow, turquoise pillow and rug:

Ikea, visit ikea.com.

Candleholders, dining room lampshade: Etsy, visit etsy.com.

Planter, guest room bedding: HomeGoods, visit

homegoods.com.

Table, couch, gray pillow, dining room pendant: Z Gallerie, (800)

908-6748 or zgallerie.com.

Living room mirror, wine rack: vintage, Out of the Closet Thrift

Store (visit outofthecloset.org), Goodwill, and the Long Beach

Antique Market (visit longbeachantiquemarket.com).

Guest room artwork: Lara (Agnes) Meintjes, visit

larameintjes.com.

Midcentury chair, dining table, buffet: Craigslist, visit

craigslist.org.

Bullet planter: vintage, for a reproduction try Haven, visit

hiphaven.com. 

Pillows and lights: West Elm, (888) 922- 4119 or westelm.com.

Master bedroom bedding: Macy’s, visit macys.com.

Bedside light: Urban Outfitters, visit urbanoutfitters.com.

Jewelry: Custom made, visit juratebrown.etsy.com.

Small bedroom tables: Target, visit target.com.

Large painting and Louisiana framed map: Minted, visit

minted.com.

Table, buffet,nuLoom rug: Wayfair, visit wayfair.com.

VILLA HAPPINESS

Page 104

White dresser, office chairs: Sissy-Boy, visit sissy-boy.com. 

Curtains: Zara Home, visit zarahome.com.
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room recipe

WORLD OF

A collection of books and furniture comes together to create a masterpiece of hues.
B Y  V I C T O R I A  V A N  V L E A R  •  P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  M I C H A E L  L E E

D E S I G N  B Y  H U D S O N  I N T E R I O R  D E S I G N S

Designer Jill Goldberg did. She

turned this neutral room into a

colorful, rich space for relaxing

and studying. “The family wanted

to simultaneously convey their

passion for reading and their

interest in design,” Jill says. “I

wanted the bookcases to become

a three-dimensional wall portrait

of shape and color, but I wanted

harmony and consistency

because the furnishings in the

room also had to be noticed.” The

result is stunning¬—the calm,

neutral leather chairs ground the

variety of color and pattern in 

the room.

The key, Jill says, was to get the

colors in the right place. “I kept in

mind the colors and patterns that

would be on the floor and mid-

eye level on the furnishings.” She

put the brightest tomes in the

middle of the bookcase to keep

the rug and ottoman from over-

whelming the wall. “The two

leather accent chairs are neutral

in color and architectural in

shape, so they fit perfectly in

front of the bookcases,” Jill says.

“The color and pattern spectrum

on the pouf was my magic

moment to tie the elements of 

the room together.”

Color

Have you ever
thought to use your
books as wall art?
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